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Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 1999-059/001(16) - Designers**

**Title**: Designers

**ID**: 1999-059/001(16)

**Date**: 1987-1988 (date of creation)

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status**: Published

Access points:
File: 1999-059/001(17) - Distribution Lists

Title: Distribution Lists
ID: 1999-059/001(17)
Date: 1985-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(18) - Editorial Development

Title: Editorial Development
ID: 1999-059/001(18)
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(19) - Editorial Development

Title: Editorial Development
ID: 1999-059/001(19)
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 1999-059/001(20) - Expenses, Sept. 1, 1985-Aug. 31, 1986**

Title: Expenses, Sept. 1, 1985-Aug. 31, 1986
ID: 1999-059/001(20)
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Expenses, Sept. 1, 1986-Aug. 31, 1987
ID: 1999-059/001(21)
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 1999-059/001(22) - Expenses**

Title: Expenses
ID: 1999-059/001(22)
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(23) - Expenses

Title: Expenses
ID: 1999-059/001(23)
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(24) - Expenses

Title: Expenses
ID: 1999-059/001(24)
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(25) - Experience

Title: Experience
ID: 1999-059/001(25)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(26) - Filed back order requests

Title: Filed back order requests
ID: 1999-059/001(26)
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(27) - Futures

Title: Futures
ID: 1999-059/001(27)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(28) - Grants

Title: Grants
ID: 1999-059/001(28)
Date: 1986-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/001(29) - Incorporation/non-profit organization**

Title: Incorporation/non-profit organization
ID: 1999-059/001(29)
Date: 1985-1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/001(30) - Investments**

Title: Investments
ID: 1999-059/001(30)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/001(31) - Invoices**

Title: Invoices
ID: 1999-059/001(31)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(32) - Invoices receivable

Title: Invoices receivable
ID: 1999-059/001(32)
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(33) - Ledger

Title: Ledger
ID: 1999-059/001(33)
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(34) - Ledger

Title: Ledger
File: 1999-059/001(35) - Letters

Title: Letters
ID: 1999-059/001(35)
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(36) - Magazine reports and small press

Title: Magazine reports and small press
ID: 1999-059/001(36)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(37) - Mailing list: Bits and scraps
Title: Mailing list: Bits and scraps
ID: 1999-059/001(37)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(38) - Mailing list: Libraries

Title: Mailing list: Libraries
ID: 1999-059/001(38)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(39) - Ministry of Citizenship and Culture

Title: Ministry of Citizenship and Culture
ID: 1999-059/001(39)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(40) - New rate sheet

Title: New rate sheet
ID: 1999-059/001(40)

Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(41) - Ontario Arts Council application

Title: Ontario Arts Council application

ID: 1999-059/001(41)

Date: 1988 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(42) - Ontario Arts Council application

Title: Ontario Arts Council application

ID: 1999-059/001(42)

Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(43) - Ontario Arts Council Correspondence
Title: Ontario Arts Council Correspondence
ID: 1999-059/001(43)
Date: 1986-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(44) - Other magazines' rate sheets

Title: Other magazines' rate sheets
ID: 1999-059/001(44)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(45) - Penguin

Title: Penguin
ID: 1999-059/001(45)
Date: 1986-1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(46) - Photos and visuals, previous issues
Title: Photos and visuals, previous issues
ID: 1999-059/001(46)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(47) - Playreader, Gina Mallet

Title: Playreader, Gina Mallet
ID: 1999-059/001(47)
Date: 1985 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(48) - Poster

Title: Poster
ID: 1999-059/001(48)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(49) - Printing information

Title: Printing information
ID: 1999-059/001(49)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(50) - Promotional material

Title: Promotional material
ID: 1999-059/001(50)
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(51) - Readings/proposal

Title: Readings/proposal
ID: 1999-059/001(51)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(52) - Reader survey
Title: Reader survey

ID: 1999-059/001(52)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/001(53) - Reading**

Title: Reading

ID: 1999-059/001(53)

Date: 8 Feb. 1988 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/001(54) - Rejections**

Title: Rejections

ID: 1999-059/001(54)

Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/001(55) - Release #1, benefit**
Title: Release #1, benefit
ID: 1999-059/001(55)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(56) - Release #2, $7800 grant/munro/subscriptions

Title: Release #2, $7800 grant/munro/subscriptions
ID: 1999-059/001(56)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(57) - Release #3, first anniversary, WHAT #7

Title: Release #3, first anniversary, WHAT #7
ID: 1999-059/001(57)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 1999-059/001(58) - Release #4, reading #10

Title: Release #4, reading #10  
ID: 1999-059/001(58)  
Date: 1987 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(59) - Release #6, reading

Title: Release #6, reading  
ID: 1999-059/001(59)  
Date: 8 Feb. 1988 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/001(60) - Release #7, WHAT abstract

Title: Release #7, WHAT abstract  
ID: 1999-059/001(60)  
Date: 1988 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:
File: 1999-059/001(61) - RUEBSAAT'S

Title: RUEBSAAT'S
ID: 1999-059/001(61)
Date: 1986-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Small press book fair
ID: 1999-059/001(62)
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/002(01) - Stats

Title: Stats
ID: 1999-059/002(01)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/002(02) - Story ideas

Title: Story ideas
ID: 1999-059/002(02)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)


Title: 1986-1988
ID: 1999-059/002(03)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)


Title: 1986-1988
ID: 1999-059/002(04)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)
Title: 1986-1988
ID: 1999-059/002(05)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: 1986-1988
ID: 1999-059/002(06)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: 1986-1988
ID: 1999-059/002(07)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


York University Archives & Special Collections (CTASC)
Title: 1988-1989

ID: 1999-059/002(08)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: 1988-1989

ID: 1999-059/002(09)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/002(10) - Subscriptions

Title: Subscriptions

ID: 1999-059/002(10)

Date: 1986-1988 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/002(11) - Correspondence, submissions

Title: Correspondence, submissions
ID: 1999-059/002(11)
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/002(12) - Correspondence, submissions, visuals
Title: Correspondence, submissions, visuals
ID: 1999-059/002(12)
Date: 1988-1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/002(13) - Toronto Arts Council, grants and Correspondence prior to 1984
Title: Toronto Arts Council, grants and Correspondence prior to 1984
ID: 1999-059/002(13)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/002(14) - Translation issue
Title: Translation issue

ID: 1999-059/002(14)

Date: 1987-1991 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/002(15) - A Tribute to Bob

Title: A Tribute to Bob

ID: 1999-059/002(15)

Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/002(16) - WHAT ads, production

Title: WHAT ads, production

ID: 1999-059/002(16)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/002(17) - WHAT extra
Title: WHAT extra

ID: 1999-059/002(17)

Date: 1987 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/002(18) - WHAT guidelines

Title: WHAT guidelines

ID: 1999-059/002(18)

Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/002(19) - WHAT logos

Title: WHAT logos

ID: 1999-059/002(19)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/002(20) - Issue 16
Title: Issue 16
ID: 1999-059/002(20)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 1999-059/002(21) - WHAT #17, originals**

Title: WHAT #17, originals
ID: 1999-059/002(21)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 1999-059/002(22) - Issue, 21/22**

Title: Issue, 21/22
ID: 1999-059/002(22)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 1999-059/002(23) - WHAT 20, originals

Title: WHAT 20, originals
ID: 1999-059/002(23)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/002(24) - WHAT Club: soliciting letters

Title: WHAT Club: soliciting letters
ID: 1999-059/002(24)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/002(25) - WHAT typefaces

Title: WHAT typefaces
ID: 1999-059/002(25)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 1999-059/002(26) - Writers' invoices

Title: Writers' invoices
ID: 1999-059/002(26)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/002(27) - Writers' reserve

Title: Writers' reserve
ID: 1999-059/002(27)
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/002(28) - Writers' requests

Title: Writers' requests
ID: 1999-059/002(28)
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 1999-059/002(29) - Your Guest is as Good as Mine

Title: Your Guest is as Good as Mine
ID: 1999-059/002(29)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/002(30) - WHAT letterhead

Title: WHAT letterhead
ID: 1999-059/002(30)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/002(31) - Bookstore directory

Title: Bookstore directory
ID: 1999-059/002(31)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 1999-059/002(32) - Visuals

Title: Visuals
ID: 1999-059/002(32)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(01) - A

Title: A
ID: 1999-059/003(01)
Date: 1984-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(02) - Adamson, Jill

Title: Adamson, Jill
ID: 1999-059/003(02)
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 1999-059/003(03) - B

Title: B
ID: 1999-059/003(03)
Date: 1986-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(04) - Burke, Brian

Title: Burke, Brian
ID: 1999-059/003(04)
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(05) - Bonnie, Fred

Title: Bonnie, Fred
ID: 1999-059/003(05)
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
File: 1999-059/003(06) - Bass, Rick

Title: Bass, Rick
ID: 1999-059/003(06)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(07) - C

Title: C
ID: 1999-059/003(07)
Date: 1988-1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(08) - Clark, Eliza

Title: Clark, Eliza
ID: 1999-059/003(08)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(09) - Connolly, Kevin
Title: Connolly, Kevin
ID: 1999-059/003(09)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(10) - Corbeil, Carol
Title: Corbeil, Carol
ID: 1999-059/003(10)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(11) - Crosbie, Lynn
Title: Crosbie, Lynn
ID: 1999-059/003(11)
Date: 1988-1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
File: 1999-059/003(12) - Curry, J.W.

Title: Curry, J.W.
ID: 1999-059/003(12)
Date: 1986-1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(13) - D

Title: D
ID: 1999-059/003(13)
Date: 1986-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(14) - Dewdney, Chris

Title: Dewdney, Chris
ID: 1999-059/003(14)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(15) - Euason, Greg

Title: Euason, Greg
ID: 1999-059/003(15)
Date: 1985-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(16) - Fawcett, Brian

Title: Fawcett, Brian
ID: 1999-059/003(16)
Date: 1987-1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(17) - Findley, Timothy

Title: Findley, Timothy
ID: 1999-059/003(17)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 1999-059/003(18) - Ford, Richard

Title: Ford, Richard
ID: 1999-059/003(18)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 1999-059/003(19) - G

Title: G
ID: 1999-059/003(19)
Date: 1986-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 1999-059/003(20) - Hannah, Barry

Title: Hannah, Barry
ID: 1999-059/003(20)
Date: 1987-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/003(21) - Hawkes, John

Title: Hawkes, John
ID: 1999-059/003(21)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/003(22) - Helwig, Maggie

Title: Helwig, Maggie
ID: 1999-059/003(22)
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/003(23) - Hillis, Rick

Title: Hillis, Rick
ID: 1999-059/003(23)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(24) - Hoban, Russel

Title: Hoban, Russel
ID: 1999-059/003(24)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(25) - Hollingsworth, Margaret

Title: Hollingsworth, Margaret
ID: 1999-059/003(25)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(26) - Holz, Cynthia

Title: Holz, Cynthia
ID: 1999-059/003(26)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/003(27) - Hotz, comics**

Title: Hotz, comics
ID: 1999-059/003(27)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/003(28) - Hutter, Richard**

Title: Hutter, Richard
ID: 1999-059/003(28)
Date: 1986-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/003(29) - Heker, Liliana**

Title: Heker, Liliana
ID: 1999-059/003(29)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/003(30) - James-French, Dayn

Title: James-French, Dayn
ID: 1999-059/003(30)
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/003(31) - Jirgens, Karl

Title: Jirgens, Karl
ID: 1999-059/003(31)
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/003(32) - Jones
Title: Jones
ID: 1999-059/003(32)
Date: 1986-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/003(33) - Jordan, Terry

Title: Jordan, Terry
ID: 1999-059/003(33)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/003(34) - K

Title: K
ID: 1999-059/003(34)
Date: 1985-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 1999-059/003(35) - Kahana, Johnathan

Title: Kahana, Johnathan
ID: 1999-059/003(35)
Date: 1985-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(36) - The Kinks

Title: The Kinks
ID: 1999-059/003(36)
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(37) - Laba, Mark

Title: Laba, Mark
ID: 1999-059/003(37)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 1999-059/003(38) - Laferriere, Dany

Title: Laferriere, Dany
ID: 1999-059/003(38)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(39) - Laurence, Margaret

Title: Laurence, Margaret
ID: 1999-059/003(39)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(40) - Leedahl, Shelly

Title: Leedahl, Shelly
ID: 1999-059/003(40)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(41) - Lish, Gordon

Title: Lish, Gordon
ID: 1999-059/003(41)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(42) - Lush, Laura

Title: Lush, Laura
ID: 1999-059/003(42)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(43) - M

Title: M
ID: 1999-059/003(43)
Date: 1986-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(44) - Manguel, Alberto

Title: Manguel, Alberto
ID: 1999-059/003(44)
Date: 1987-1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(45) - McGehee, Peter

Title: McGehee, Peter
ID: 1999-059/003(45)
Date: 1987-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(46) - McGimpsey, David

Title: McGimpsey, David
ID: 1999-059/003(46)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(47) - Michaels, Ann
Title: Michaels, Ann
ID: 1999-059/003(47)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(48) - Munro, Alice
Title: Munro, Alice
ID: 1999-059/003(48)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(49) - Nichol, b p
Title: Nichol, b p
ID: 1999-059/003(49)
Date: 1984-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(50) - Ondaatje, Michael

Title: Ondaatje, Michael
ID: 1999-059/003(50)
Date: 1987-1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(51) - Putz, Martin

Title: Putz, Martin
ID: 1999-059/003(51)
Date: 1986-1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(52) - Quarrington, Paul

Title: Quarrington, Paul
ID: 1999-059/003(52)
Date: 1986-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(53) - R

Title: R
ID: 1999-059/003(53)
Date: 1986-1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(54) - Richard, Mark

Title: Richard, Mark
ID: 1999-059/003(54)
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(55) - Robinson, Marilynn

Title: Robinson, Marilynn
ID: 1999-059/003(55)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(56) - Ross, Stuart

Title: Ross, Stuart
ID: 1999-059/003(56)
Date: 1984-1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(57) - Rubinsky, Holly

Title: Rubinsky, Holly
ID: 1999-059/003(57)
Date: 1986-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(58) - Rushdie

Title: Rushdie
File: 1999-059/003(59) - Rushdie

Title: Rushdie
ID: 1999-059/003(59)
Date: 1989-1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(60) - Scott, Gail

Title: Scott, Gail
ID: 1999-059/003(60)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(61) - Shammas, Anton

Title: Shammas, Anton
ID: 1999-059/003(61)
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(62) - Suendsen, Linda

Title: Suendsen, Linda
ID: 1999-059/003(62)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(63) - Truhlar, Richard

Title: Truhlar, Richard
ID: 1999-059/003(63)
Date: 1985-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/003(64) - V-W**

**Title:** V-W  
**ID:** 1999-059/003(64)  
**Date:** 1985-1989 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/003(65) - Williams, Diane**

**Title:** Williams, Diane  
**ID:** 1999-059/003(65)  
**Date:** 1989-1990 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/003(66) - Wolff, Tobias**

**Title:** Wolff, Tobias  
**ID:** 1999-059/003(66)  
**Date:** 1989 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(67) - UU, Davis

Title: UU, Davis
ID: 1999-059/003(67)
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(68) - Reviews and profiles

Title: Reviews and profiles
ID: 1999-059/003(68)
Date: 1987-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(69) - Young writers, Research Penguin Festival

Title: Young writers, Research Penguin Festival
ID: 1999-059/003(69)
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/003(70) - S

Title: S
ID: 1999-059/003(70)
Date: 1986-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Series: S00109 - Writing and production files

Title: Writing and production files
ID: S00109
Date: 1970-2019 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Public Health,” among others. The records pertaining to the production "Bloodletting and miraculous cures," based on the critically-acclaimed novel by Vincent Lam, are particularly comprehensive and include drafts, notes, correspondence, research files, and digital recordings of dailies, director's, producer's, and various other cuts of individual episodes. Among the earlier writings represented in this series can be found copies of essays, articles and plays written by Sherman during his years in the Creative Writing Program at York University as well as typescript copies and clippings of several of his articles and reviews which have appeared in The Globe and Mail, The Toronto Star, Books in Canada and other publications.

Physical description: 8 m of textual records
1 audio compact disc
182 digital video discs (DVDs)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
• Sound recording (documentary form)
• Moving images (documentary form)


Title: University Papers: 1981-1984
ID: 1999-059/004(01)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(02) - University Papers: 1981-1984

Title: University Papers: 1981-1984
ID: 1999-059/004(02)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: University Papers: 1981-1984
ID: 1999-059/004(03)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(04) - University Papers: 1981-1984

Title: University Papers: 1981-1984
ID: 1999-059/004(04)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(05) - University Papers: 1981-1984

Title: University Papers: 1981-1984
ID: 1999-059/004(05)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(06) - R & D series
Title: R & D series
ID: 1999-059/004(06)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(07) - The Wording
Title: The Wording
ID: 1999-059/004(07)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(08) - Short stories
Title: Short stories
ID: 1999-059/004(08)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 1999-059/004(09) - Scenes

Title: Scenes
ID: 1999-059/004(09)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(10) - Sittin' Shiva

Title: Sittin' Shiva
ID: 1999-059/004(10)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(11) - Tourists

Title: Tourists
ID: 1999-059/004(11)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 1999-059/004(12) - Early Drama

Title: Early Drama
ID: 1999-059/004(12)
Date: 1981-1985 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(13) - Screen writing

Title: Screen writing
ID: 1999-059/004(13)
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(14) - The Day the Earth-rough stuff

Title: The Day the Earth-rough stuff
ID: 1999-059/004(14)
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 1999-059/004(15) - School files: report cards

Title: School files: report cards
ID: 1999-059/004(15)
Date: 1974-1981 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(16) - Artist, dealer relationships

Title: Artist, dealer relationships
ID: 1999-059/004(16)
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(17) - Negative Capability, first and second drafts

Title: Negative Capability, first and second drafts
ID: 1999-059/004(17)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
File: 1999-059/004(18) - Drama dross

Title: Drama dross
ID: 1999-059/004(18)
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(19) - See My Friends

Title: See My Friends
ID: 1999-059/004(19)
Date: [ca. 1983] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(20) - Fiction dross

Title: Fiction dross
ID: 1999-059/004(20)
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
File: 1999-059/004(21) - School photos

Title: School photos
ID: 1999-059/004(21)
Date: 1970-1975 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(22) - Pamela, notes and drafts

Title: Pamela, notes and drafts
ID: 1999-059/004(22)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(23) - Pamela, notes and drafts

Title: Pamela, notes and drafts
ID: 1999-059/004(23)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
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**File: 1999-059/004(24) - Pamela, notes and drafts**

**Title:** Pamela, notes and drafts  
**ID:** 1999-059/004(24)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Note [generalNote]:**

3 of 3

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/004(25) - English 4170: Literature Criticism**

**Title:** English 4170: Literature Criticism  
**ID:** 1999-059/004(25)  
**Date:** 1984-1985 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/004(26) - Negative Capability, initial sketches**

---
Title: Negative Capability, initial sketches
ID: 1999-059/004(26)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(27) - Short stories

Title: Short stories
ID: 1999-059/004(27)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(28) - Excalibur Articles

Title: Excalibur Articles
ID: 1999-059/004(28)
Date: 1983-1985 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(29) - New Voices

Title: New Voices
ID: 1999-059/004(29)
Date: 1986-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(30) - Books in Canada

Title: Books in Canada
ID: 1999-059/004(30)
Date: 1985-1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(31) - Globe & Mail

Title: Globe & Mail
ID: 1999-059/004(31)
Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/004(32) - Toronto Star
Title: Toronto Star
ID: 1999-059/004(32)
Date: 1987-1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/004(33) - Certificate of Honor**

Title: Certificate of Honor
ID: 1999-059/004(33)
Date: 1975 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/005(01) - Schulman**

Title: Schulman
ID: 1999-059/005(01)
Date: 1994-1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: 1999-059/005(02) - Anne McDermid

Title: Anne McDermid
ID: 1999-059/005(02)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(03) - CBC Workshop

Title: CBC Workshop
ID: 1999-059/005(03)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(04) - Newton letters (Michael Healy)

Title: Newton letters (Michael Healy)
ID: 1999-059/005(04)
Date: 1986-1987, 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 1999-059/005(05) - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
ID: 1999-059/005(05)
Date: 1996-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(06) - Tapestry

Title: Tapestry
ID: 1999-059/005(06)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(07) - Play group

Title: Play group
ID: 1999-059/005(07)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: **1999-059/005(08) - G.S.H.**

**Title:** G.S.H.

**ID:** 1999-059/005(08)

**Date:** 1994 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: **1999-059/005(09) - Training program**

**Title:** Training program

**ID:** 1999-059/005(09)

**Date:** 1996 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: **1999-059/005(10) - N.T.S**

**Title:** N.T.S

**ID:** 1999-059/005(10)

**Date:** 1998 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published
Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/005(11) - Frida K**

**Title:** Frida K  
**ID:** 1999-059/005(11)  
**Date:** 1995-1996 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/005(12) - Behaviour**

**Title:** Behaviour  
**ID:** 1999-059/005(12)  
**Date:** 1995 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/005(13) - CDN Brash Correspondence**

**Title:** CDN Brash Correspondence  
**ID:** 1999-059/005(13)  
**Date:** 1990 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
File: 1999-059/005(14) - Coach House

Title: Coach House
ID: 1999-059/005(14)
Date: 1986-1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(15) - Coach House

Title: Coach House
ID: 1999-059/005(15)
Date: 1986-1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 1999-059/005(16) - Coach House Correspondence

Title: Coach House Correspondence
ID: 1999-059/005(16)
Date: 1990-1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(17) - Coach House Correspondence

Title: Coach House Correspondence
ID: 1999-059/005(17)
Date: 1990-1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(18) - Banff

Title: Banff
ID: 1999-059/005(18)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/005(19) - 8 Men Speak**

Title: 8 Men Speak
ID: 1999-059/005(19)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/005(20) - PACT Conference**

Title: PACT Conference
ID: 1999-059/005(20)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/005(21) - All-Stars**

Title: All-Stars
ID: 1999-059/005(21)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(22) - Mallory

Title: Mallory
ID: 1999-059/005(22)
Date: 1994-1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(23) - Germany

Title: Germany
ID: 1999-059/005(23)
Date: 1997-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(24) - Doras

Title: Doras
ID: 1999-059/005(24)
Date: [1993] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---


Title: Dora Show, notes/res.
ID: 1999-059/005(25)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/005(26) - Doras

Title: Doras
ID: 1999-059/005(26)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/005(27) - Dora Show, first half
Title: Dora Show, first half
ID: 1999-059/005(27)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/005(28) - Investigation leading

Title: Investigation leading
ID: 1999-059/005(28)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/005(29) - Warsaw redings

Title: Warsaw redings
ID: 1999-059/005(29)
Date: 27 Apr. 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 1999-059/005(30) - Pen Benefit

Title: Pen Benefit
ID: 1999-059/005(30)
Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(31) - 3 Plays in a Day

Title: 3 Plays in a Day
ID: 1999-059/005(31)
Date: [1998] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(32) - The Canadian Council Project

Title: The Canadian Council Project
ID: 1999-059/005(32)
Date: 1 May 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 1999-059/005(33) - Canadian Council, travel

Title: Canadian Council, travel
ID: 1999-059/005(33)
Date: 15 Sept. 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(34) - Toronto Arts Council

Title: Toronto Arts Council
ID: 1999-059/005(34)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(35) - Ontario Arts Council project

Title: Ontario Arts Council project
ID: 1999-059/005(35)
Date: July 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 1999-059/005(36) - Ontario Arts Council**

Title: Ontario Arts Council
ID: 1999-059/005(36)
Date: 3 Oct. 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 1999-059/005(37) - "B" Grant: 1, Apr. 1994**

Title: "B" Grant: 1, Apr. 1994
ID: 1999-059/005(37)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 1999-059/005(38) - Canadian Council project grant**

Title: Canadian Council project grant
ID: 1999-059/005(38)
Date: Jan. 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(39) - Toronto Arts Council

Title: Toronto Arts Council
ID: 1999-059/005(39)
Date: 1 Apr. 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(40) - 1993 Ontario Arts Council [Residency]

Title: 1993 Ontario Arts Council [Residency]
ID: 1999-059/005(40)
Date: 1993-1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(41) - Toronto Arts Council

Title: Toronto Arts Council
ID: 1999-059/005(41)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/005(42) - "B" Grant, Apr. 1, 1991**

**Title:** "B" Grant, Apr. 1, 1991

**ID:** 1999-059/005(42)

**Date:** 1991-1994 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
- Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/005(43) - Project**

**Title:** Project

**ID:** 1999-059/005(43)

**Date:** 15 Jan. 1991 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
- Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/005(44) - Writers' Reserve**

**Title:** Writers' Reserve

**ID:** 1999-059/005(44)

**Date:** 1991 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(45) - Playwright Recommendor Program

Title: Playwright Recommendor Program
ID: 1999-059/005(45)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(46) - Residency, Smith-Gilmour

Title: Residency, Smith-Gilmour
ID: 1999-059/005(46)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(47) - Arts Writers

Title: Arts Writers
ID: 1999-059/005(47)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
File: 1999-059/005(48) - Writers' Reserve
Title: Writers' Reserve
ID: 1999-059/005(48)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(49) - Residency, Beyond Words
Title: Residency, Beyond Words
ID: 1999-059/005(49)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(50) - Writers' Reserve/W.I.P
Title: Writers' Reserve/W.I.P
ID: 1999-059/005(50)
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(51) - Walking Shadow Theatre: Explorations Program 1990

Title: Walking Shadow Theatre: Explorations Program 1990
ID: 1999-059/005(51)
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(52) - Toronto Arts Council

Title: Toronto Arts Council
ID: 1999-059/005(52)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/005(53) - Arts Writers

Title: Arts Writers
ID: 1999-059/005(53)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/005(54) - Recommendor

Title: Recommendor
ID: 1999-059/005(54)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/005(55) - Toronto Arts Council, Research and Development Grant

Title: Toronto Arts Council, Research and Development Grant
ID: 1999-059/005(55)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/005(56) - Screenwriting, Ontario Arts Council
Title: Screenwriting, Ontario Arts Council
ID: 1999-059/005(56)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/006(01) - Banff

Title: Banff
ID: 1999-059/006(01)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/006(02) - Blizzard

Title: Blizzard
ID: 1999-059/006(02)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 1999-059/006(03) - Equity Rules

Title: Equity Rules
ID: 1999-059/006(03)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/006(04) - 54

Title: 54
ID: 1999-059/006(04)
Date: [ca. 1994] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/006(05) - Kiss Me, Kate

Title: Kiss Me, Kate
ID: 1999-059/006(05)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
**File: 1999-059/006(06) - Merchant**

**Title:** Merchant  
**ID:** 1999-059/006(06)  
**Date:** 1993 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/006(07) - My Street**

**Title:** My Street  
**ID:** 1999-059/006(07)  
**Date:** 1992 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/006(08) - '92'**

**Title:** '92  
**ID:** 1999-059/006(08)  
**Date:** 1992 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/006(09) - Picture This**

**Title:** Picture This

**ID:** 1999-059/006(09)

**Date:** 1990 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**

Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/006(10) - PlayRites'**

**Title:** PlayRites'

**ID:** 1999-059/006(10)

**Date:** 1995 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**

Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/006(11) - The Poetics**

**Title:** The Poetics

**ID:** 1999-059/006(11)

**Date:** 1995 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/006(12) - Stop Slowing Down**

**Title:** Stop Slowing Down

**ID:** 1999-059/006(12)

**Date:** 1994 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/006(13) - Telling Tales: WPG**

**Title:** Telling Tales: WPG

**ID:** 1999-059/006(13)

**Date:** 1997 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/006(14) - What the Russians...**

**Title:** What the Russians...

**ID:** 1999-059/006(14)

**Date:** 1993 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
File: 1999-059/006(15) - The Retreat: July 17, 1994
Title: The Retreat: July 17, 1994
ID: 1999-059/006(15)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: The Retreat: November 28, 1994
ID: 1999-059/006(16)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: The Retreat: December 9, 1994
ID: 1999-059/006(17)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/006(18) - The Retreat: Reading draft

Title: The Retreat: Reading draft
ID: 1999-059/006(18)
Date: 9 Dec. 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/006(19) - The Retreat: First draft

Title: The Retreat: First draft
ID: 1999-059/006(19)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/006(20) - The Retreat: ATP

Title: The Retreat: ATP
ID: 1999-059/006(20)
Date: 1994-1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/006(21) - The Retreat: Notes
Title: The Retreat: Notes
ID: 1999-059/006(21)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/006(22) - The Retreat: ATP revision
Title: The Retreat: ATP revision
ID: 1999-059/006(22)
Date: 14 Mar. 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/006(23) - The Retreat: 3rd
Title: The Retreat: 3rd
ID: 1999-059/006(23)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/006(24) - The Retreat: December reading revisions

Title: The Retreat: December reading revisions
ID: 1999-059/006(24)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/006(25) - The Retreat: December reading revisions

Title: The Retreat: December reading revisions
ID: 1999-059/006(25)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/006(26) - The Retreat: Current, draft**

Title: The Retreat: Current, draft
ID: 1999-059/006(26)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/006(27) - The Retreat: Production cuts, revisions**

Title: The Retreat: Production cuts, revisions
ID: 1999-059/006(27)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/006(28) - The Retreat: Tarragon production draft**

Title: The Retreat: Tarragon production draft
ID: 1999-059/006(28)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Title: The Retreat: 1996
ID: 1999-059/006(29)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/006(30) - Fringe
Title: Fringe
ID: 1999-059/006(30)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/006(31) - Fringe stuff
Title: Fringe stuff
ID: 1999-059/006(31)
Date: 1994-1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/006(32) - Harold

Title: Harold
ID: 1999-059/006(32)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/006(33) - Harold

Title: Harold
ID: 1999-059/006(33)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/006(34) - Notes, [Harold]

Title: Notes, [Harold]
ID: 1999-059/006(34)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
  Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)


Title: The Fringe: Press
ID: 1999-059/006(35)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
  Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/006(36) - The Fringe: Shows

Title: The Fringe: Shows
ID: 1999-059/006(36)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
  Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/006(37) - The Fringe: Source

Title: The Fringe: Source
ID: 1999-059/006(37)
File: 1999-059/007(01) - Walking Shadow: Benefit Ontario Arts Council

Title: Walking Shadow: Benefit Ontario Arts Council
ID: 1999-059/007(01)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/007(02) - Walking Shadow: Board of Directors

Title: Walking Shadow: Board of Directors
ID: 1999-059/007(02)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/007(03) - Walking Shadow

Title: Walking Shadow
**File: 1999-059/007(04) - Walking Shadow: Fundraising**

**Title:** Walking Shadow: Fundraising  
**ID:** 1999-059/007(04)  
**Date:** 1990 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published  

**Access points:**  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/007(05) - Walking Shadow Theatre, history of the company**

**Title:** Walking Shadow Theatre, history of the company  
**ID:** 1999-059/007(05)  
**Date:** 1990 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published  

**Access points:**  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/007(06) - Walking Shadow Theatre, information package master**
Title: Walking Shadow Theatre, information package master

ID: 1999-059/007(06)

Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/007(07) - Walking Shadow: Miscellaneous**

Title: Walking Shadow: Miscellaneous

ID: 1999-059/007(07)

Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/007(08) - Walking Shadow: Ontario Arts Council**

Title: Walking Shadow: Ontario Arts Council

ID: 1999-059/007(08)

Date: 1990 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 1999-059/007(09) - WST, Ontario Arts Council application

Title: WST, Ontario Arts Council application
ID: 1999-059/007(09)
Date: 1 Aug. 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/007(10) - Walking Shadow/Pamela, current file

Title: Walking Shadow/Pamela, current file
ID: 1999-059/007(10)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/007(11) - A Place Like Pamela: Archives

Title: A Place Like Pamela: Archives
ID: 1999-059/007(11)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 1999-059/007(12) - A Place Like Pamela: Program

Title: A Place Like Pamela: Program
ID: 1999-059/007(12)
Date: [1990] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/007(13) - A Place Like Pamela: Reviews, profiles

Title: A Place Like Pamela: Reviews, profiles
ID: 1999-059/007(13)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/007(14) - A Place Like Pamela: Scripts

Title: A Place Like Pamela: Scripts
ID: 1999-059/007(14)
Date: [ca.1990] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2
File: 1999-059/007(15) - A Place Like Pamela: Scripts

Title: A Place Like Pamela: Scripts
ID: 1999-059/007(15)
Date: [ca.1990] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

File: 1999-059/007(16) - A Place Like Pamela: Drafts, notes

Title: A Place Like Pamela: Drafts, notes
ID: 1999-059/007(16)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/007(17) - A Place Like Pamela: Second draft

Title: A Place Like Pamela: Second draft
ID: 1999-059/007(17)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/007(18) - A Place Like Pamela: Third draft

Title: A Place Like Pamela: Third draft
ID: 1999-059/007(18)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/007(19) - A Place Like Pamela: First draft

Title: A Place Like Pamela: First draft
ID: 1999-059/007(19)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/007(20) - A Place Like Pamela: Draft

Title: A Place Like Pamela: Draft
ID: 1999-059/007(20)
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/007(21) - A Place Like Pamela: Draft

Title: A Place Like Pamela: Draft

ID: 1999-059/007(21)

Date: 1989 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/007(22) - A Place Like Pamela: Drafts

Title: A Place Like Pamela: Drafts

ID: 1999-059/007(22)

Date: [ca.1989] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/007(23) - A Place Like Pamela: Drafts

Title: A Place Like Pamela: Drafts
ID: 1999-059/007(23)
Date: [ca.1989] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/007(24) - Theatre Smith-Gilmour: Gormenghast

Title: Theatre Smith-Gilmour: Gormenghast
ID: 1999-059/007(24)
Date: 1994-1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Theatre Smith-Gilmour: Faust: Workshop draft
ID: 1999-059/007(25)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/007(26) - Theatre Smith-Gilmour: Faust: Workshop**

**Title:** Theatre Smith-Gilmour: Faust: Workshop

**ID:** 1999-059/007(26)

**Date:** 1991 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/007(27) - Theatre Smith-Gilmour: Faust: Research**

**Title:** Theatre Smith-Gilmour: Faust: Research

**ID:** 1999-059/007(27)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/007(28) - Theatre Smith-Gilmour: Faust: Contract notes**

**Title:** Theatre Smith-Gilmour: Faust: Contract notes

**ID:** 1999-059/007(28)

**Date:** 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/007(29) - Theatre Smith-Gilmour: Dean-Church

Title: Theatre Smith-Gilmour: Dean-Church
ID: 1999-059/007(29)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/007(30) - Theatre Smith-Gilmour: Mini-Communion

Title: Theatre Smith-Gilmour: Mini-Communion
ID: 1999-059/007(30)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/007(31) - Theatre Smith-Gilmour: Diane-Synagogue

Title: Theatre Smith-Gilmour: Diane-Synagogue
ID: 1999-059/007(31)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Theatre Smith-Gilmour: Walter-Pollo
ID: 1999-059/007(32)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/007(33) - Theatre Smith-Gilmour: The Bible, current

Title: Theatre Smith-Gilmour: The Bible, current
ID: 1999-059/007(33)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/007(34) - Theatre Smith-Gilmour: The Bible

Title: Theatre Smith-Gilmour: The Bible
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication status:</td>
<td>Published</td>
<td>Access points:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Textual record (documentary form)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication status:</td>
<td>Published</td>
<td>Access points:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Textual record (documentary form)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### File: 1999-059/007(36) - Theatre Smith-Gilmour: Cortazar, first workshop, July 9-14, 1990

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title: Theatre Smith-Gilmour: Cortazar, first workshop, July 9-14, 1990</th>
<th>ID: 1999-059/007(36)</th>
<th>Date: 1990 (date of creation)</th>
<th>Physical description: 1 folder of textual records</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication status:</td>
<td>Published</td>
<td>Access points:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Textual record (documentary form)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
File: 1999-059/007(37) - Theatre Smith-Gilmour: Cortazar, Alberto's material

Title: Theatre Smith-Gilmour: Cortazar, Alberto's material
ID: 1999-059/007(37)
Date: 1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Theatre Smith-Gilmour: The Cortazar project, note book
ID: 1999-059/007(38)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/007(39) - Theatre Smith-Gilmour: To Cry is Not So, earlier material

Title: Theatre Smith-Gilmour: To Cry is Not So, earlier material
ID: 1999-059/007(39)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 1999-059/008(01) - Theatre Smith-Gilmour: To Cry..., letters of agreement

Title: Theatre Smith-Gilmour: To Cry..., letters of agreement
ID: 1999-059/008(01)
Date: 1992-1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(02) - Theatre Smith-Gilmour: To Cry...

Title: Theatre Smith-Gilmour: To Cry...
ID: 1999-059/008(02)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(03) - The Serpent Woman: Tech draft

Title: The Serpent Woman: Tech draft
ID: 1999-059/008(03)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 1999-059/008(04) - The Serpent Woman: Clippings

Title: The Serpent Woman: Clippings
ID: 1999-059/008(04)
Date: 1991-1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(05) - The Serpent Woman: Final draft

Title: The Serpent Woman: Final draft
ID: 1999-059/008(05)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(06) - The Serpent Woman: Act one, first draft

Title: The Serpent Woman: Act one, first draft
ID: 1999-059/008(06)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(07) - The Serpent Woman: First draft, (August reading)
Title: The Serpent Woman: First draft, (August reading)
ID: 1999-059/008(07)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(08) - The Serpent Woman: Uncorrected workshop drafts
Title: The Serpent Woman: Uncorrected workshop drafts
ID: 1999-059/008(08)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(09) - The Serpent Woman: Second draft: reading
Title: The Serpent Woman: Second draft: reading
ID: 1999-059/008(09)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
File: 1999-059/008(10) - The Serpent Woman: Rejected scenes

Title: The Serpent Woman: Rejected scenes
ID: 1999-059/008(10)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(11) - The Serpent Woman: Work schedule

Title: The Serpent Woman: Work schedule
ID: 1999-059/008(11)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(12) - The Serpent Woman: Alternative translation

Title: The Serpent Woman: Alternative translation
ID: 1999-059/008(12)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: 1999-059/008(13) - The Serpent Woman: Gozzi

Title: The Serpent Woman: Gozzi
ID: 1999-059/008(13)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: 1999-059/008(14) - The Serpent Woman: Notes

Title: The Serpent Woman: Notes
ID: 1999-059/008(14)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: 1999-059/008(15) - Interrupt Us: Drafts

Title: Interrupt Us: Drafts
ID: 1999-059/008(15)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(16) - Interrupt Us: Notes, drafts

Title: Interrupt Us: Notes, drafts
ID: 1999-059/008(16)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(17) - Interrupt Us: Notes, drafts

Title: Interrupt Us: Notes, drafts
ID: 1999-059/008(17)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(18) - Interrupt Us: First draft

Title: Interrupt Us: First draft
ID: 1999-059/008(18)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Pittsburgh C.M.U. Rehearsal, 1993
ID: 1999-059/008(19)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(20) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Pittsburgh C.M.U.

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Pittsburgh C.M.U.
ID: 1999-059/008(20)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(21) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Pittsburgh, final

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Pittsburgh, final
ID: 1999-059/008(21)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/008(22) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Draft

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Draft
ID: 1999-059/008(22)
Date: Dec. 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/008(23) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Rehearsal

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Rehearsal
ID: 1999-059/008(23)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/008(24) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Rehearsal-deletes
Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Rehearsal-deletes
ID: 1999-059/008(24)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(25) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: November 15, 1993
Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: November 15, 1993
ID: 1999-059/008(25)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(26) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: October re-writes
Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: October re-writes
ID: 1999-059/008(26)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(27) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: New scenes
Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: New scenes
ID: 1999-059/008(27)
Date: [1993] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(28) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Notes

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Notes
ID: 1999-059/008(28)
Date: Sept. 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(29) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Post-workshop draft, working copy

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Post-workshop draft, working copy
ID: 1999-059/008(29)
Date: June 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 1999-059/008(30) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Post-workshop draft, clean

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Post-workshop draft, clean
ID: 1999-059/008(30)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(31) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Workshop

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Workshop
ID: 1999-059/008(31)
Date: 6 June 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(32) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Workshop discards

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Workshop discards
ID: 1999-059/008(32)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(33) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Workshop discards
Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Workshop discards
ID: 1999-059/008(33)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(34) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Workshop
Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Workshop
ID: 1999-059/008(34)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(35) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Readings draft
Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Readings draft
ID: 1999-059/008(35)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/008(36) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Three in the Back**

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Three in the Back

ID: 1999-059/008(36)

Date: Apr. 1992 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/008(37) - Three in the Back (2)**

Title: Three in the Back (2)

ID: 1999-059/008(37)

Date: Apr. 1993 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/008(38) - Three in the Back (1)**

Title: Three in the Back (1)

ID: 1999-059/008(38)

Date: Apr. 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(39) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull, fifth draft
Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull, fifth draft
ID: 1999-059/008(39)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(40) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull, fourth draft
Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull, fourth draft
ID: 1999-059/008(40)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/008(41) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull, third draft
Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull, third draft
ID: 1999-059/008(41)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication status:</th>
<th>Published</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access points:</td>
<td>• Textual record (documentary form)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**File: 1999-059/008(42) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull, second draft**

- **Title**: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull, second draft
- **ID**: 1999-059/008(42)
- **Date**: 1992 (date of creation)
- **Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**
- • Textual record (documentary form)

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication status:</th>
<th>Published</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access points:</td>
<td>• Textual record (documentary form)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**File: 1999-059/008(43) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull, first draft**

- **Title**: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull, first draft
- **ID**: 1999-059/008(43)
- **Date**: 1992 (date of creation)
- **Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**
- • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/008(44) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull project, notes, scenes**

- **Title**: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull project, notes, scenes
- **ID**: 1999-059/008(44)
File: 1999-059/009(01) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: AJAX, various translations

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: AJAX, various translations
ID: 1999-059/009(01)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/009(02) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull project, related research

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull project, related research
ID: 1999-059/009(02)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/009(03) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull, Gerald
Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull, Gerald
ID: 1999-059/009(03)
Date: 1990-1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/009(04) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull/CIA Arms Trade
Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull/CIA Arms Trade
ID: 1999-059/009(04)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/009(05) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull/Iron Mountain
Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull/Iron Mountain
ID: 1999-059/009(05)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/009(06) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull/ 'War' and 'Peace'
Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull/ 'War' and 'Peace'
ID: 1999-059/009(06)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/009(07) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull/Canada

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull/Canada
ID: 1999-059/009(07)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/009(08) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull/Iraq

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull/Iraq
ID: 1999-059/009(08)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/009(09) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull/’Peace' in Media
Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Bull/'Peace' in Media

ID: 1999-059/009(09)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Wilderness of Mirrors: The life of Gerald Bull/Dale Grant, advance proofs

ID: 1999-059/009(10)

Date: 1991 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Awards, 3/2 1994-1996

ID: 1999-059/009(11)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 1999-059/009(12) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Three in the Back, MCC

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Three in the Back, MCC
ID: 1999-059/009(12)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/009(13) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: MCC

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: MCC
ID: 1999-059/009(13)
Date: 1995-1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/009(14) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: MCC Draft

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: MCC Draft
ID: 1999-059/009(14)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
File: 1999-059/009(15) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Pittsburgh

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Pittsburgh
ID: 1999-059/009(15)
Date: 1993-1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/009(16) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Clean draft

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Clean draft
ID: 1999-059/009(16)
Date: [1996] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/009(17) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Interact

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Interact
ID: 1999-059/009(17)
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/009(18) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Theatre de la Manufacture

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Theatre de la Manufacture
ID: 1999-059/009(18)
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/009(19) - Ottawa, 3/2 1994

Title: Ottawa, 3/2 1994
ID: 1999-059/009(19)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/009(20) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Charlotte

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Charlotte
ID: 1999-059/009(20)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/009(21) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Festival des Ameriques

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head: Festival des Ameriques
ID: 1999-059/009(21)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/009(22) - Nathans: Chalmers '92

Title: Nathans: Chalmers '92
ID: 1999-059/009(22)
Date: 1992-1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/009(23) - Nathans: WNPG

Title: Nathans: WNPG
ID: 1999-059/009(23)
Date: 1995-1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/009(24) - Nathans: original, large print

Title: Nathans: original, large print
ID: 1999-059/009(24)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/009(25) - Nathans: drafts

Title: Nathans: drafts
ID: 1999-059/009(25)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 1999-059/009(26) - Nathans: theatrum

Title: Nathans: theatrum
ID: 1999-059/009(26)
Date: 1994-1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/009(27) - Nathans: current

Title: Nathans: current
ID: 1999-059/009(27)
Date: [1995] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/009(28) - Nathans

Title: Nathans
ID: 1999-059/009(28)
Date: 3 Nov. 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/009(29) - Nathans: Winnipeg, revisions, cuts

Title: Nathans: Winnipeg, revisions, cuts
ID: 1999-059/009(29)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/009(30) - Nathans: Winnipeg, production draft**

**Title:** Nathans: Winnipeg, production draft

**ID:** 1999-059/009(30)

**Date:** 1998 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/009(31) - Nathans: Banff**

**Title:** Nathans: Banff

**ID:** 1999-059/009(31)

**Date:** 1991 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/009(32) - Nathans: current draft, Healey is genius**

**Title:** Nathans: current draft, Healey is genius

**ID:** 1999-059/009(32)
Date: [ca. 1990] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/009(33) - Nathans: draft**

Title: Nathans: draft

ID: 1999-059/009(33)

Date: [ca.1990] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/009(34) - Nathans: ODT workshop**

Title: Nathans: ODT workshop

ID: 1999-059/009(34)

Date: [ca. 1990] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/009(35) - Nathans: rehearsal**

Title: Nathans: rehearsal
ID: 1999-059/009(35)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/009(36) - Nathans: ODT, TPM
Title: Nathans: ODT, TPM
ID: 1999-059/009(36)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/010(01) - Nathans: Rhubarb
Title: Nathans: Rhubarb
ID: 1999-059/010(01)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/010(02) - Nathans: draft
Title: Nathans: draft
ID: 1999-059/010(02)
Date: [ca. 1991] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/010(03) - Nathans**

Title: Nathans
ID: 1999-059/010(03)
Date: Apr. 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/010(04) - Nathans: New**

Title: Nathans: New
ID: 1999-059/010(04)
Date: 1994-1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)
File: 1999-059/010(05) - Nathans: Rhubarb '91, information

Title: Nathans: Rhubarb '91, information
ID: 1999-059/010(05)
Date: 1991 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/010(06) - Hebron

Title: Hebron
ID: 1999-059/010(06)
Date: Sept. 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/010(07) - Hebron

Title: Hebron
ID: 1999-059/010(07)
Date: Sept. 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 1999-059/010(08) - Hebron: SM copy
Title: Hebron: SM copy
ID: 1999-059/010(08)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/010(09) - Hebron: UTU
Title: Hebron: UTU
ID: 1999-059/010(09)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/010(10) - Hebron: PWM
Title: Hebron: PWM
ID: 1999-059/010(10)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published
Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/010(11) - Hebron: PWM, Reading Draft**

**Title:** Hebron: PWM, Reading Draft  
**ID:** 1999-059/010(11)  
**Date:** 1996 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/010(12) - Hebron: Hebron**

**Title:** Hebron: Hebron  
**ID:** 1999-059/010(12)  
**Date:** 14 Mar. 1995 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/010(13) - Hebron: Cut scenes**

**Title:** Hebron: Cut scenes  
**ID:** 1999-059/010(13)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 1999-059/010(14) - Hebron: Last PWM reading**

Title: Hebron: Last PWM reading  
ID: 1999-059/010(14)  
Date: 1996 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 1999-059/010(15) - Hebron: PWM notes and scenes**

Title: Hebron: PWM notes and scenes  
ID: 1999-059/010(15)  
Date: 1996 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 1999-059/010(16) - Hebron: Playwrights' Workshop Montreal**

Title: Hebron: Playwrights' Workshop Montreal  
ID: 1999-059/010(16)  
Date: 1995-1997 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Hebron: Under the Umbrella 1994
ID: 1999-059/010(17)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/010(18) - Hebron: FWAL draft

Title: Hebron: FWAL draft
ID: 1999-059/010(18)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/010(19) - Hebron: Factory

Title: Hebron: Factory
ID: 1999-059/010(19)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/010(20) - None Is Too Many: January 1997

Title: None Is Too Many: January 1997
ID: 1999-059/010(20)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/010(21) - None Is Too Many: March '97, before previews

Title: None Is Too Many: March '97, before previews
ID: 1999-059/010(21)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/010(22) - None Is Too Many: December 1996

Title: None Is Too Many: December 1996
ID: 1999-059/010(22)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/010(23) - None Is Too Many: Notes, production draft

Title: None Is Too Many: Notes, production draft
ID: 1999-059/010(23)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/010(24) - None Is Too Many: First workshop, scenes

Title: None Is Too Many: First workshop, scenes
ID: 1999-059/010(24)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/010(25) - None Is Too Many: Second workshop

Title: None Is Too Many: Second workshop
ID: 1999-059/010(25)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/010(26) - None Is Too Many: Source

Title: None Is Too Many: Source
ID: 1999-059/010(26)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/010(27) - None Is Too Many: Contract

Title: None Is Too Many: Contract
ID: 1999-059/010(27)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 1999-059/011(01) - Voices, original artwork by Aron

Title: Voices, original artwork by Aron
ID: 1999-059/011(01)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/011(02) - Original artwork**

**Title:** Original artwork

**ID:** 1999-059/011(02)

**Date:** 1994 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/011(03) - Original artwork**

**Title:** Original artwork

**ID:** 1999-059/011(03)

**Date:** 1998 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 1999-059/011(04) - Poster for production of Three in the Back at the National Arts Centre in Ottawa**

**Title:** Poster for production of Three in the Back at the National Arts Centre in Ottawa

**ID:** 1999-059/011(04)

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records
**File: 1999-059/011(05) - Poster for production of Trois dans le dos, deux dans la tete at La Licome, Montreal, Quebec, 12 March-4 April 1998**

**Title:** Poster for production of Trois dans le dos, deux dans la tete at La Licome, Montreal, Quebec, 12 March-4 April 1998  
**ID:** 1999-059/011(05)  
**Date:** 1998 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published  
**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2000-057/001(01) - Artists In Schools**

**Title:** Artists In Schools  
**ID:** 2000-057/001(01)  
**Date:** 1995-1997 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published  
**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2000-057/001(02) - Authors Fest**

**Title:** Authors Fest
ID: 2000-057/001(02)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(03) - Chesler/Perlmutter

Title: Chesler/Perlmutter
ID: 2000-057/001(03)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(04) - Cover Me, Alliance Productions, Correspondence And Script

Title: Cover Me, Alliance Productions, Correspondence And Script
ID: 2000-057/001(04)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2000-057/001(05) - Doras

Title: Doras
ID: 2000-057/001(05)
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(06) - Film and TV Stuff

Title: Film and TV Stuff
ID: 2000-057/001(06)
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(07) - Form Letter

Title: Form Letter
ID: 2000-057/001(07)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2000-057/001(08) - I Could Be Dead But

Title: I Could Be Dead But
ID: 2000-057/001(08)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(09) - Great North

Title: Great North
ID: 2000-057/001(09)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(10) - Ian Ross

Title: Ian Ross
ID: 2000-057/001(10)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
File: 2000-057/001(11) - Grant Application

Title: Grant Application
ID: 2000-057/001(11)
Date: 1992-1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(12) - Kunsten Festival Des Arts, Programme

Title: Kunsten Festival Des Arts, Programme
ID: 2000-057/001(12)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(13) - Laidlaw Foundation

Title: Laidlaw Foundation
ID: 2000-057/001(13)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(14) - Miscellaneous, Archives

Title: Miscellaneous, Archives
ID: 2000-057/001(14)
Date: 1986-1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(15) - Miscellaneous, Archives

Title: Miscellaneous, Archives
ID: 2000-057/001(15)
Date: 1986-1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(16) - The National

Title: The National
ID: 2000-057/001(16)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(17) - OFDC

Title: OFDC
ID: 2000-057/001(17)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(18) - The Passport, AFF

Title: The Passport, AFF
ID: 2000-057/001(18)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(19) - PLWS REL

Title: PLWS REL
ID: 2000-057/001(19)
Date: 1994-1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2000-057/001(20) - The Prize [This Magazine]

Title: The Prize [This Magazine]
ID: 2000-057/001(20)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2000-057/001(21) - Readings

Title: Readings
ID: 2000-057/001(21)
Date: 1995-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2000-057/001(22) - Residency

Title: Residency
ID: 2000-057/001(22)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
File: 2000-057/001(23) - Reviews

Title: Reviews
ID: 2000-057/001(23)
Date: 1996-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(24) - Stages Of Dan

Title: Stages Of Dan
ID: 2000-057/001(24)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(25) - Solo Plays, Reviews

Title: Solo Plays, Reviews
ID: 2000-057/001(25)
Date: 1992-1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(26) - Solo Plays, Reviews

Title: Solo Plays, Reviews
ID: 2000-057/001(26)
Date: 1992-1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(27) - TWP Article

Title: TWP Article
ID: 2000-057/001(27)
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(28) - Theatre Plus, History

Title: Theatre Plus, History
ID: 2000-057/001(28)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(29) - This Magazine

Title: This Magazine
ID: 2000-057/001(29)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(30) - TAC

Title: TAC
ID: 2000-057/001(30)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(31) - Toronto Life
Title: Toronto Life
ID: 2000-057/001(31)
Date: 1995-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2000-057/001(32) - URJO Book

Title: URJO Book
ID: 2000-057/001(32)
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2000-057/001(33) - Young Playwrights

Title: Young Playwrights
ID: 2000-057/001(33)
Date: 1994 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2000-057/001(34) - PMO Series, Scripts, Contracts

Title: PMO Series, Scripts, Contracts
ID: 2000-057/001(34)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(35) - PMO Series, Scripts, Contracts

Title: PMO Series, Scripts, Contracts
ID: 2000-057/001(35)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(36) - PMO

Title: PMO
ID: 2000-057/001(36)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2000-057/001(37) - PMO, 1st Draft

Title: PMO, 1st Draft
ID: 2000-057/001(37)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(38) - PMO, 2nd Draft

Title: PMO, 2nd Draft
ID: 2000-057/001(38)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(39) - PMO, Polish

Title: PMO, Polish
ID: 2000-057/001(39)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
File: 2000-057/001(40) - National Affairs, Pilot

Title: National Affairs, Pilot
ID: 2000-057/001(40)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(41) - National Affairs, 1-10

Title: National Affairs, 1-10
ID: 2000-057/001(41)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/001(42) - National Affairs, 11-20

Title: National Affairs, 11-20
ID: 2000-057/001(42)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2000-057/001(43) - National Affairs, 21-33**

Title: National Affairs, 21-33  
**ID:** 2000-057/001(43)  
**Date:** 1999 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2000-057/001(44) - National Affairs, 34-48**

Title: National Affairs, 34-48  
**ID:** 2000-057/001(44)  
**Date:** 1999-2000 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2000-057/002(01) - National Affairs, 50-62**

Title: National Affairs, 50-62  
**ID:** 2000-057/002(01)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2000-057/002(02) - National Affairs, Pilot-Reading Draft**

Title: National Affairs, Pilot-Reading Draft
ID: 2000-057/002(02)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2000-057/002(03) - National Affairs, 66-100**

Title: National Affairs, 66-100
ID: 2000-057/002(03)
Date: 1999-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2000-057/002(04) - National Affairs, 66-100**

Title: National Affairs, 66-100
ID: 2000-057/002(04)
Date: 1999-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2000-057/002(05) - Patience, Contracts**

Title: Patience, Contracts
ID: 2000-057/002(05)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2000-057/002(06) - The Book of Numbers**

Title: The Book of Numbers
ID: 2000-057/002(06)
Date: 1995 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2000-057/002(07) - Patience, 1st Draft**

Title: Patience, 1st Draft
ID: 2000-057/002(07)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2000-057/002(08) - Patience, 2nd Draft

Title: Patience, 2nd Draft
ID: 2000-057/002(08)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/002(09) - Patience, Canadian Studio

Title: Patience, Canadian Studio
ID: 2000-057/002(09)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/002(10) - Patience, Grand

Title: Patience, Grand
ID: 2000-057/002(10)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/002(11) - Patience, Current Draft (Rehearsals)

Title: Patience, Current Draft (Rehearsals)
ID: 2000-057/002(11)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/002(12) - Patience

Title: Patience
ID: 2000-057/002(12)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/002(13) - Patience, Polish

Title: Patience, Polish
ID: 2000-057/002(13)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/002(14) - Patience, 1st

Title: Patience, 1st
ID: 2000-057/002(14)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/002(15) - Patience, Drafts

Title: Patience, Drafts
ID: 2000-057/002(15)
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/002(16) - Patience, Drafts

Title: Patience, Drafts
File: 2000-057/002(16) - Patience

Title: Patience
ID: 2000-057/002(16)
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/002(17) - Patience

Title: Patience
ID: 2000-057/002(17)
Date: Aug. 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/002(18) - Patience, Chapter Book

Title: Patience, Chapter Book
ID: 2000-057/002(18)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/002(19) - Patience, Tarragon Theatre Script
Title: Patience, Tarragon Theatre Script
ID: 2000-057/002(19)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/002(20) - Patience, Work-Up Copy

Title: Patience, Work-Up Copy
ID: 2000-057/002(20)
Date: 1999-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/002(21) - Patience, Programs, etc.

Title: Patience, Programs, etc.
ID: 2000-057/002(21)
Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2000-057/002(22) - Patience, Letters Of Admiration

Title: Patience, Letters Of Admiration
ID: 2000-057/002(22)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/002(23) - It's All True, Necessary Angel

Title: It's All True, Necessary Angel
ID: 2000-057/002(23)
Date: 1995-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/002(24) - It's All True, Cradle, Research (Blitzstein, Houseman, Engel)

Title: It's All True, Cradle, Research (Blitzstein, Houseman, Engel)
ID: 2000-057/002(24)
Date: 1996-1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/002(25) - It's All True, Welles

Title: It's All True, Welles
ID: 2000-057/002(25)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/002(26) - It's All True, 1st Draft

Title: It's All True, 1st Draft
ID: 2000-057/002(26)
Date: [1997] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/002(27) - It's All True

Title: It's All True
ID: 2000-057/002(27)
Date: Nov. 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: 2000-057/002(28) - It's All True, 2nd Draft

Title: It's All True, 2nd Draft
ID: 2000-057/002(28)
Date: 1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: 2000-057/003(01) - It's All True, 2nd Draft

Title: It's All True, 2nd Draft
ID: 2000-057/003(01)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File: 2000-057/003(02) - It's All True, Final Workshop

Title: It's All True, Final Workshop
ID: 2000-057/003(02)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/003(03) - It's All True, Workshop Disregards

Title: It's All True, Workshop Disregards
ID: 2000-057/003(03)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/003(04) - It's All True, Final Workshop

Title: It's All True, Final Workshop
ID: 2000-057/003(04)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/003(05) - It's All True, Workshop 2

Title: It's All True, Workshop 2
ID: 2000-057/003(05)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/003(06) - It's All True, Production Draft

Title: It's All True, Production Draft
ID: 2000-057/003(06)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/003(07) - It's All True, Production Draft

Title: It's All True, Production Draft
ID: 2000-057/003(07)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/003(08) - It's All True, Rehearsal Draft

Title: It's All True, Rehearsal Draft
ID: 2000-057/003(08)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2000-057/003(09) - It's All True, Rehearsal Draft

Title: It's All True, Rehearsal Draft
ID: 2000-057/003(09)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2000-057/003(10) - It's All True, Production Draft

Title: It's All True, Production Draft
ID: 2000-057/003(10)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2000-057/003(11) - It's All True, Rehearsal Script, Touchstone (Page Match)

Title: It's All True, Rehearsal Script, Touchstone (Page Match)
ID: 2000-057/003(11)
Date: Oct. 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2000-057/003(12) - It's All True, Rehearsal Script, February
Title: It's All True, Rehearsal Script, February
ID: 2000-057/003(12)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2000-057/003(13) - It's All True, PUC Play Service, Collector's Edition
Title: It's All True, PUC Play Service, Collector's Edition
ID: 2000-057/003(13)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2000-057/003(14) - Hoop Life, Marcia Green
Title: Hoop Life, Marcia Green
ID: 2000-057/003(14)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/003(15) - Press, Hoop

Title: Press, Hoop
ID: 2000-057/003(15)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/003(16) - Hoop Life, EP. 7, Outline

Title: Hoop Life, EP. 7, Outline
ID: 2000-057/003(16)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2000-057/003(17) - Hoop Life, EP. 7, 1st Draft

Title: Hoop Life, EP. 7, 1st Draft
ID: 2000-057/003(17)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/003(18) - Hoop Life, EP. 7, 2nd Draft

Title: Hoop Life, EP. 7, 2nd Draft
ID: 2000-057/003(18)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/003(19) - Hoop Life, EP. 7, 3rd Draft

Title: Hoop Life, EP. 7, 3rd Draft
ID: 2000-057/003(19)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2000-057/003(20) - Hoop Life, EP. 7, Shooting, Schedule, Draft

Title: Hoop Life, EP. 7, Shooting, Schedule, Draft
ID: 2000-057/003(20)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/003(21) - Hardwood, Outlines, 9-13

Title: Hardwood, Outlines, 9-13
ID: 2000-057/003(21)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/003(22) - Hoop Life, EP.11, Freelance Drafts

Title: Hoop Life, EP.11, Freelance Drafts
ID: 2000-057/003(22)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/003(23) - Hoop Life, EP. 11, 1st Draft

Title: Hoop Life, EP. 11, 1st Draft
ID: 2000-057/003(23)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/003(24) - Hoop Life, EP.11, 2nd Draft

Title: Hoop Life, EP.11, 2nd Draft
ID: 2000-057/003(24)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/003(25) - Hoop Life, Hardwood, Schedules

Title: Hoop Life, Hardwood, Schedules
ID: 2000-057/003(25)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/003(26) - Hoop Life, EP. 18, Research

Title: Hoop Life, EP. 18, Research
ID: 2000-057/003(26)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/003(27) - Hoop Life, EP. 18, 1st Draft

Title: Hoop Life, EP. 18, 1st Draft
ID: 2000-057/003(27)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/003(28) - Hoop Life, EP. 18, 2nd Draft

Title: Hoop Life, EP. 18, 2nd Draft
ID: 2000-057/003(28)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2000-057/004(01) - The Hoop Life EP. 18, Script And Production Notes

Title: The Hoop Life EP. 18, Script And Production Notes
ID: 2000-057/004(01)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/004(02) - The Hoop Life EP. 18, Script And Production Notes

Title: The Hoop Life EP. 18, Script And Production Notes
ID: 2000-057/004(02)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/004(03) - The Bookfair Murders, Correspondence

Title: The Bookfair Murders, Correspondence
ID: 2000-057/004(03)
Date: 1996-2000 (date of creation)
File: 2000-057/004(04) - The Bookfair Murders, Drafts
Title: The Bookfair Murders, Drafts
ID: 2000-057/004(04)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/004(05) - The Bookfair Murders, Drafts
Title: The Bookfair Murders, Drafts
ID: 2000-057/004(05)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/004(06) - The Bookfair Murders, German Revisions
Title: The Bookfair Murders, German Revisions
ID: 2000-057/004(06)
File: 2000-057/004(07) - The Bookfair Murders, Draft

Title: The Bookfair Murders, Draft
ID: 2000-057/004(07)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/005(01) - The Bookfair Murders, Revisions By Wolfgang Panzer

Title: The Bookfair Murders, Revisions By Wolfgang Panzer
ID: 2000-057/005(01)
Date: 21 June 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/005(02) - Bookfair, Wolfgang's

Title: Bookfair, Wolfgang's
ID: 2000-057/005(02)
Date: 21 June 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/005(03) - Bookfair, 2nd Draft Notes
Title: Bookfair, 2nd Draft Notes
ID: 2000-057/005(03)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/005(04) - The Bookfair Murders, Second Draft
Title: The Bookfair Murders, Second Draft
ID: 2000-057/005(04)
Date: Feb. 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/005(05) - The Bookfair Murders, Second Draft, Notes, Outline
Title: The Bookfair Murders, Second Draft, Notes, Outline
ID: 2000-057/005(05)
Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/006(01) - Patience, Taping
Title: Patience, Taping
ID: 2000-057/006(01)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/006(02) - Triptych [Includes First Draft, Outlines, Correspondence]
Title: Triptych [Includes First Draft, Outlines, Correspondence]
ID: 2000-057/006(02)
Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2000-057/006(03) - Triptych [Includes First Draft, Outlines, Correspondence]

Title: Triptych [Includes First Draft, Outlines, Correspondence]
ID: 2000-057/006(03)
Date: 1998-1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2000-057/007(01) - Posters for "Three In The Back, Two In The Head" and "Patience"

Title: Posters for "Three In The Back, Two In The Head" and "Patience"
ID: 2000-057/007(01)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/001(01) - Bezmozgis : Victoria day

Title: Bezmozgis : Victoria day
ID: 2005-015/001(01)
Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2005-015/001(02) - State of the arts

Title: State of the arts
ID: 2005-015/001(02)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/001(03) - Documentary workshop : proposed outline

Title: Documentary workshop : proposed outline
ID: 2005-015/001(03)
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/001(04) - Radio contracts : ACTRA information

Title: Radio contracts : ACTRA information
ID: 2005-015/001(04)
Date: 1987-1988 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/001(05) - Hardwood : contract (the hoop life, episode 18, rock, salt and nails)

Title: Hardwood : contract (the hoop life, episode 18, rock, salt and nails)
ID: 2005-015/001(05)
Date: 1999 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/001(06) - L.A. meetings

Title: L.A. meetings
ID: 2005-015/001(06)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/001(07) - Sherman Monday : L.A. meetings

Title: Sherman Monday : L.A. meetings
ID: 2005-015/001(07)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/001(08) - Sherman Tuesday: L.A. meetings

Title: Sherman Tuesday: L.A. meetings
ID: 2005-015/001(08)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/001(09) - Sherman Wednesday: L.A. meetings

Title: Sherman Wednesday: L.A. meetings
ID: 2005-015/001(09)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/001(10) - Urju Kareda biography

Title: Urju Kareda biography
ID: 2005-015/001(10)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2005-015/001(11) - Ryerson : writing practicum : mentor proramme

Title: Ryerson : writing practicum : mentor proramme
ID: 2005-015/001(11)
Date: 2000-2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/001(12) - Gooderham and Worts historic district : evening of Canadian artists with the Prince of Wales : invitation

Title: Gooderham and Worts historic district : evening of Canadian artists with the Prince of Wales : invitation
ID: 2005-015/001(12)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/001(13) - Canada Council theatre section : theatre advisory committee meeting

Title: Canada Council theatre section : theatre advisory committee meeting
ID: 2005-015/001(13)
Date: 2000-2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/001(14) - Hugo

Title: Hugo
ID: 2005-015/001(14)
Date: 2000-2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/001(15) - National affairs : season four drafts

Title: National affairs : season four drafts
ID: 2005-015/001(15)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/001(16) - National affairs : settlements
Title: National affairs : settlements
ID: 2005-015/001(16)
Date: 2000-2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/001(17) - P.M.O. : first drafts
Title: P.M.O. : first drafts
ID: 2005-015/001(17)
Date: Jan. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/001(18) - P.M.O. : first drafts
Title: P.M.O. : first drafts
ID: 2005-015/001(18)
Date: Jan. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2
File: 2005-015/002(01) - A short tale about animals (Theatre Direct) : outline, resource material

Title: A short tale about animals (Theatre Direct) : outline, resource material
ID: 2005-015/002(01)
Date: 1997-1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/002(02) - Theatre Direct workshop : drafts

Title: Theatre Direct workshop : drafts
ID: 2005-015/002(02)
Date: 1998 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/002(03) - Theatre Direct proposal

Title: Theatre Direct proposal
ID: 2005-015/002(03)
Date: 1994-1995 (date of creation)
File: 2005-015/002(04) - Theatre Direct : contract

Title: Theatre Direct : contract
ID: 2005-015/002(04)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/002(05) - Acre of time : research

Title: Acre of time : research
ID: 2005-015/002(05)
Date: 1998-2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/002(06) - Acre of time : pages from book

Title: Acre of time : pages from book
ID: 2005-015/002(06)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2005-015/002(07) - Acre of time: first workshop draft**

**Title:** Acre of time: first workshop draft  
**ID:** 2005-015/002(07)  
**Date:** Aug. 1998 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2005-015/002(08) - Acre of time: drafts**

**Title:** Acre of time: drafts  
**ID:** 2005-015/002(08)  
**Date:** 1999-2000 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Note [generalNote]:**

1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2005-015/002(09) - Acre of time : drafts

Title: Acre of time : drafts
ID: 2005-015/002(09)
Date: 1999-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/003(01) - Acre of time : drafts

Title: Acre of time : drafts
ID: 2005-015/003(01)
Date: 1998-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/003(02) - Acre of time : drafts

Title: Acre of time : drafts
ID: 2005-015/003(02)
Date: 1998-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/003(03) - Acre of time : Ottawa : final draft

Title: Acre of time : Ottawa : final draft
ID: 2005-015/003(03)
Date: May 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/003(04) - Acre of time : notes

Title: Acre of time : notes
ID: 2005-015/003(04)
Date: 2000-2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2005-015/003(05) - Acre of time : Tarragon drafts

Title: Acre of time : Tarragon drafts
ID: 2005-015/003(05)
Date: Jan.-Feb. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
   1 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/003(06) - Acre of time : Tarragon drafts

Title: Acre of time : Tarragon drafts
ID: 2005-015/003(06)
Date: Jan.-Feb. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
   2 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/003(07) - Acre of time : Tarragon drafts

Title: Acre of time : Tarragon drafts
ID: 2005-015/003(07)
Date: Jan.-Feb. 2001 (date of creation)
File: 2005-015/004(01) - Acre of time : Tarragon drafts

Title: Acre of time : Tarragon drafts
ID: 2005-015/004(01)
Date: Jan.-Feb. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

File: 2005-015/004(02) - Acre of time : Tarragon : current draft

Title: Acre of time : Tarragon : current draft
ID: 2005-015/004(02)
Date: Feb. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2005-015/004(03) - Acre of time : Tarragon : current draft

Title: Acre of time : Tarragon : current draft
ID: 2005-015/004(03)
Date: Feb. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/004(04) - None is too many : Canstage workshop

Title: None is too many : Canstage workshop
ID: 2005-015/004(04)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2005-015/004(05) - None is too many : Canstage workshop

Title: None is too many : Canstage workshop
ID: 2005-015/004(05)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/004(06) - Death by landscape : outline

Title: Death by landscape : outline
ID: 2005-015/004(06)
Date: 2001-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/004(07) - Death by landscape : first and second drafts

Title: Death by landscape : first and second drafts
ID: 2005-015/004(07)
Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/004(08) - La ronde : clean draft

Title: La ronde : clean draft
ID: 2005-015/004(08)
Date: [ca. 2001] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/004(09) - La ronde : drafts

Title: La ronde : drafts
ID: 2005-015/004(09)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/004(10) - Harrington Lake (based on the radio play P.M.O.) : second draft

Title: Harrington Lake (based on the radio play P.M.O.) : second draft
ID: 2005-015/004(10)
Date: May 2001 (date of creation)
File: 2005-015/005(01) - Patience : Wilma theatre, Philadelphia

Title: Patience : Wilma theatre, Philadelphia
ID: 2005-015/005(01)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/005(02) - Old business : working drafts

Title: Old business : working drafts
ID: 2005-015/005(02)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/005(03) - Antosha : drafts

Title: Antosha : drafts
ID: 2005-015/005(03)
File: 2005-015/005(04) - Antosha : radio : drafts

Title: Antosha : radio : drafts
ID: 2005-015/005(04)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/005(05) - Lie with me : notes

Title: Lie with me : notes
ID: 2005-015/005(05)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/005(06) - Lie with me : research and notes

Title: Lie with me : research and notes
ID: 2005-015/005(06)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/005(07) - Lie with me : Donnelly research

Title: Lie with me : Donnelly research
ID: 2005-015/005(07)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/005(08) - Lie with me : revised outline

Title: Lie with me : revised outline
ID: 2005-015/005(08)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/005(09) - Lie with me : outline
Title: Lie with me: outline
ID: 2005-015/005(09)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/005(10) - Lie with me: news beats

Title: Lie with me: news beats
ID: 2005-015/005(10)
Date: Sept. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/005(11) - Lie with me: first draft

Title: Lie with me: first draft
ID: 2005-015/005(11)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2005-015/006(01) - Lie with me : second draft

Title: Lie with me : second draft
ID: 2005-015/006(01)
Date: Nov. 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/006(02) - Lie with me : polish, notes

Title: Lie with me : polish, notes
ID: 2005-015/006(02)
Date: Dec. 2001-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/006(03) - Lie with me : final draft

Title: Lie with me : final draft
ID: 2005-015/006(03)
Date: Apr. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2005-015/006(04) - Aladdin : contracts

Title: Aladdin : contracts  
ID: 2005-015/006(04)  
Date: 2001 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/006(05) - Aladdin : research

Title: Aladdin : research
ID: 2005-015/006(05)  
Date: 2001 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/006(06) - Regenesis : I and I : drafts

Title: Regenesis : I and I : drafts  
ID: 2005-015/006(06)  
Date: 2001-2003 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  
Note [generalNote]:  
1 of 2
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Regenesis : I and I : drafts
ID: 2005-015/006(07)
Date: 2001-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/006(08) - Regenesis : spare parts : drafts

Title: Regenesis : spare parts : drafts
ID: 2005-015/006(08)
Date: 2001-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2005-015/006(09) - Regenesis : spare parts : drafts

Title: Regenesis : spare parts : drafts
ID: 2005-015/006(09)
Date: 2001-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2005-015/006(10) - Regenesis : spare parts : draft

Title: Regenesis : spare parts : draft
ID: 2005-015/006(10)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2005-015/007(01) - Aladdin : episode 4 : outline

Title: Aladdin : episode 4 : outline
ID: 2005-015/007(01)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/007(02) - Regenesis : bible
Title: Regenesis : bible
ID: 2005-015/007(02)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/007(03) - Regenesis : contracts
Title: Regenesis : contracts
ID: 2005-015/007(03)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/007(04) - Regenesis : research
Title: Regenesis : research
ID: 2005-015/007(04)
Date: 2001-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2005-015/007(05) - Regenesis: frozen stiff: outline, drafts

Title: Regenesis: frozen stiff: outline, drafts
ID: 2005-015/007(05)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2005-015/007(06) - Regenesis: the trails: outline

Title: Regenesis: the trails: outline
ID: 2005-015/007(06)
Date: Dec. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2005-015/007(07) - Regenesis: road to nowhere: outline

Title: Regenesis: road to nowhere: outline
ID: 2005-015/007(07)
Date: Dec. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/007(08) - Regenesis: bacterium story: beats
Title: Regenesis: bacterium story: beats
ID: 2005-015/007(08)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/007(09) - Regenesis: research, story ideas
Title: Regenesis: research, story ideas
ID: 2005-015/007(09)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/007(10) - Regenesis: research: athletes
Title: Regenesis: research: athletes
ID: 2005-015/007(10)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/007(11) - Regenesis : research : fly

Title: Regenesis : research : fly
ID: 2005-015/007(11)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/007(12) - Regenesis : research : gay gene

Title: Regenesis : research : gay gene
ID: 2005-015/007(12)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/007(13) - Regenesis : research : bacteria

Title: Regenesis : research : bacteria
File: 2005-015/007(14) - Regenesis: correspondence, contracts, drafts (round 3)

Title: Regenesis: correspondence, contracts, drafts (round 3)
ID: 2005-015/007(14)
Date: 2003-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/008(01) - Regenesis: correspondence, contracts, drafts (round 3)

Title: Regenesis: correspondence, contracts, drafts (round 3)
ID: 2005-015/008(01)
Date: 2003-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2005-015/008(02) - Remnant : research : biblical sources**

Title: Remnant : research : biblical sources
ID: 2005-015/008(02)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2005-015/008(03) - The remnant : research**

Title: The remnant : research
ID: 2005-015/008(03)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2005-015/008(04) - The remnant : first draft**

Title: The remnant : first draft
ID: 2005-015/008(04)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2005-015/008(05) - The remnant : first draft

Title: The remnant : first draft
ID: 2005-015/008(05)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2005-015/008(06) - Remnants : drafts

Title: Remnants : drafts
ID: 2005-015/008(06)
Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

File: 2005-015/008(07) - Remnants : drafts

Title: Remnants : drafts
ID: 2005-015/008(07)
Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2005-015/008(08) - Remnants : first draft (rehearsal) discards
Title: Remnants : first draft (rehearsal) discards
ID: 2005-015/008(08)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/009(01) - Remnants : rehearsal revisions, discards
Title: Remnants : rehearsal revisions, discards
ID: 2005-015/009(01)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2005-015/009(02) - Remnants: production draft (current)

Title: Remnants: production draft (current)
ID: 2005-015/009(02)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Remnants: book, annotated
ID: 2005-015/009(03)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/009(04) - McLuhan: research

Title: McLuhan: research
ID: 2005-015/009(04)
Date: 2001-2002 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2005-015/009(05) - McLuhan : research**

Title: McLuhan : research
ID: 2005-015/009(05)
Date: 2001-2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2005-015/009(06) - The message : contract**

Title: The message : contract
ID: 2005-015/009(06)
Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2005-015/009(07) - The message : first draft**

Title: The message : first draft
ID: 2005-015/009(07)
Date: Mar. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/009(08) - The message: workshop 1 discards

Title: The message: workshop 1 discards
ID: 2005-015/009(08)
Date: Mar. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/010(01) - The message: workshop 2 discards

Title: The message: workshop 2 discards
ID: 2005-015/010(01)
Date: Mar. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2005-015/010(02) - The message : workshop 2 discards

Title: The message : workshop 2 discards
ID: 2005-015/010(02)
Date: Mar. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/010(03) - The message : current

Title: The message : current
ID: 2005-015/010(03)
Date: 2002-2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/010(04) - Brothers Karamazov part I : annotated

Title: Brothers Karamazov part I : annotated
ID: 2005-015/010(04)
Date: ca. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/010(05) - Brothers Karamazov part II : annotated

Title: Brothers Karamazov part II : annotated
ID: 2005-015/010(05)
Date: ca. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/010(06) - Brothers Karamazov part III : annotated

Title: Brothers Karamazov part III : annotated
ID: 2005-015/010(06)
Date: ca. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/010(07) - Brothers Karamazov part IV : annotated

Title: Brothers Karamazov part IV : annotated
ID: 2005-015/010(07)
Date: ca. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2005-015/010(08) - Brothers K. : preliminary draft scenes**

Title: Brothers K. : preliminary draft scenes
ID: 2005-015/010(08)
Date: July-Sept. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2005-015/010(09) - Brothers K. : first draft (correspondence, notes 2002)**

Title: Brothers K. : first draft (correspondence, notes 2002)
ID: 2005-015/010(09)
Date: Oct. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

**Title:** Brothers K. : first draft (correspondence, notes 2002)  
**ID:** 2005-015/011(01)  
**Date:** Oct. 2002 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Note [generalNote]:**  
2 of 2  

**Publication status:**  
Published  

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2005-015/011(02) - Brothers K. : first reading draft**

**Title:** Brothers K. : first reading draft  
**ID:** 2005-015/011(02)  
**Date:** 2002 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published  

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2005-015/011(03) - Brothers K. : research**

**Title:** Brothers K. : research  
**ID:** 2005-015/011(03)  
**Date:** Mar. 2002 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/011(04) - Brothers K. : second draft discards

Title: Brothers K. : second draft discards
ID: 2005-015/011(04)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/011(05) - Brothers K. : second draft

Title: Brothers K. : second draft
ID: 2005-015/011(05)
Date: Apr. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/011(06) - Brothers K. : second workshop

Title: Brothers K. : second workshop
ID: 2005-015/011(06)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2005-015/011(07) - Brothers K. : third draft

Title: Brothers K. : third draft
ID: 2005-015/011(07)
Date: Oct. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/011(08) - Brothers K. : workshop 3

Title: Brothers K. : workshop 3
ID: 2005-015/011(08)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/011(09) - Brothers K. : workshop 3

Title: Brothers K. : workshop 3
ID: 2005-015/011(09)

Date: 2003 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2005-015/012(01) - Brothers K. : May 4 workshop

Title: Brothers K. : May 4 workshop

ID: 2005-015/012(01)

Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2005-015/012(02) - Brothers K. : May 4 discards

Title: Brothers K. : May 4 discards

ID: 2005-015/012(02)

Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2005-015/012(03) - Brothers K. : May 4 discards

Title: Brothers K. : May 4 discards
ID: 2005-015/012(03)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/012(04) - Brothers K. : July 4 workshop

Title: Brothers K. : July 4 workshop
ID: 2005-015/012(04)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/012(05) - Brothers K. : correspondence, draft pages

Title: Brothers K. : correspondence, draft pages
ID: 2005-015/012(05)
Date: 2003-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/012(06) - Brothers K. : draft
Title: Brothers K. : draft
ID: 2005-015/012(06)
Date: Sept. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/012(07) - Brothers K. : draft
Title: Brothers K. : draft
ID: 2005-015/012(07)
Date: Feb. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/012(08) - Brothers K. : workshop
Title: Brothers K. : workshop

Title: Brothers K. : tracking sheet, version 2.0 : script notes
ID: 2005-015/013(01)
Date: 2004-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/013(02) - Brothers K. : rehearsal draft

Title: Brothers K. : rehearsal draft
ID: 2005-015/013(02)
Date: Mar. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/013(03) - Brothers K. : rehearsal draft revisions

Title: Brothers K. : rehearsal draft revisions
Title: Brothers K. : rehearsal draft revisions
ID: 2005-015/013(03)
Date: Mar. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/013(04) - Brothers K. : music (on compact disc)
Title: Brothers K. : music (on compact disc)
ID: 2005-015/013(04)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/013(05) - Brothers K. : Stratford Festival programme, guides
Title: Brothers K. : Stratford Festival programme, guides
ID: 2005-015/013(05)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2005-015/013(06) - Graf : correspondence

Title: Graf : correspondence
ID: 2005-015/013(06)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2005-015/013(07) - Graf : drafts

Title: Graf : drafts
ID: 2005-015/013(07)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2005-015/013(08) - Graf : episode 1 : drafts

Title: Graf : episode 1 : drafts
ID: 2005-015/013(08)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

Title: Graf : episode 2 : draft page
ID: 2005-015/013(09)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Graf : episode 3 : drafts
ID: 2005-015/013(10)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: Graf : episode 4 : draft
ID: 2005-015/013(11)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/014(01) - National affairs : overview, contracts, correspondence

Title: National affairs : overview, contracts, correspondence
ID: 2005-015/014(01)
Date: 1997-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/014(02) - P.M.O. : contract

Title: P.M.O. : contract
ID: 2005-015/014(02)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/014(03) - Antosha : radio play : first draft

Title: Antosha : radio play : first draft
ID: 2005-015/014(03)
Date: 12 May 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/014(04) - Antosha : radio play : second draft

Title: Antosha : radio play : second draft
ID: 2005-015/014(04)
Date: May-July 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/014(05) - Layton : correspondence, notes, drafts, contract

Title: Layton : correspondence, notes, drafts, contract
ID: 2005-015/014(05)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2005-015/014(06) - Items transferred from Toronto Public Library in 2004 : scrapbook of mini-reviews, miscellaneous items

Title: Items transferred from Toronto Public Library in 2004 : scrapbook of mini-reviews, miscellaneous items
ID: 2005-015/014(06)
Date: 1986-1992 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/001(01) - Afghanada : outlines

Title: Afghanada : outlines
ID: 2007-029/001(01)
Date: Feb.-May 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/001(02) - Afghanada : research

Title: Afghanada : research
ID: 2007-029/001(02)
Date: Mar.-Nov. 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/001(03) - Afghanada : episode 3, 2nd draft

Title: Afghanada : episode 3, 2nd draft
ID: 2007-029/001(03)
File: 2007-029/001(04) - Afghanada : episode 4, 1st draft

Title: Afghanada : episode 4, 1st draft
ID: 2007-029/001(04)
Date: May 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/001(05) - Afghanada : episode 4, 1st draft, polish

Title: Afghanada : episode 4, 1st draft, polish
ID: 2007-029/001(05)
Date: June 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/001(06) - Afghanada : episode 10, 1st draft

Title: Afghanada : episode 10, 1st draft
ID: 2007-029/001(06)
Date: Nov. 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/001(07) - Afghanada : episode 11

Title: Afghanada : episode 11
ID: 2007-029/001(07)
Date: [2006] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/001(08) - Afghanada : episode 12, 2nd draft

Title: Afghanada : episode 12, 2nd draft
ID: 2007-029/001(08)
Date: Dec. 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/001(09) - Afghanada : episode 12 : #5 polish
Title: Afghanada : episode 12 : #5 polish
ID: 2007-029/001(09)
Date: Dec. 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-029/002(01) - After the Orchard : 1st draft
Title: After the Orchard : 1st draft
ID: 2007-029/002(01)
Date: Aug. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2007-029/002(02) - After the Orchard : 1st draft with comments
Title: After the Orchard : 1st draft with comments
ID: 2007-029/002(02)
Date: Aug. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-029/002(03) - After the Orchard : 2nd draft : workshop

Title: After the Orchard : 2nd draft : workshop
ID: 2007-029/002(03)
Date: May 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/002(04) - After the Orchard : 2nd draft

Title: After the Orchard : 2nd draft
ID: 2007-029/002(04)
Date: July 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/002(05) - After the Orchard : 2nd draft (revised)

Title: After the Orchard : 2nd draft (revised)
ID: 2007-029/002(05)
Date: Nov. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/002(06) - After the Orchard : 2nd draft (revised)
Title: After the Orchard : 2nd draft (revised)
ID: 2007-029/002(06)
Date: Nov. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/002(07) - After the Orchard : draft and casting notes
Title: After the Orchard : draft and casting notes
ID: 2007-029/002(07)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/002(08) - Badlands : contract
Title: Badlands : contract
ID: 2007-029/002(08)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-029/002(09) - Badlands : treatment**

Title: Badlands : treatment
ID: 2007-029/002(09)
Date: 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-029/002(10) - Badlands : first draft**

Title: Badlands : first draft
ID: 2007-029/002(10)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2007-029/003(01) - Badlands : first draft with comments**

Title: Badlands : first draft with comments
ID: 2007-029/003(01)
Date: 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/003(02) - Between Two Worlds: workshop draft, research, correspondence

Title: Between Two Worlds: workshop draft, research, correspondence

ID: 2007-029/003(02)

Date: Summer 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/003(03) - Between Two Worlds: workshop draft, research, correspondence

Title: Between Two Worlds: workshop draft, research, correspondence

ID: 2007-029/003(03)

Date: Summer 2004 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/003(04) - Between Two Worlds: 1st drafts, original play

Title: Between Two Worlds: 1st drafts, original play
ID: 2007-029/003(04)
Date: Feb.-Mar. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/003(05) - Enemies: 1st draft (and copies of English translations of original Gorky play)

Title: Enemies: 1st draft (and copies of English translations of original Gorky play)
ID: 2007-029/003(05)
Date: 2005-2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/003(06) - Enemies: 2nd draft

Title: Enemies: 2nd draft
ID: 2007-029/003(06)
Date: 2005-2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/003(07) - Everyman in Ottawa: notes, contract
Title: Everyman in Ottawa: notes, contract
ID: 2007-029/003(07)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/004(01) - Galileo: contract and correspondence
Title: Galileo: contract and correspondence
ID: 2007-029/004(01)
Date: 1997-2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/004(02) - Galileo: research notes
Title: Galileo: research notes
ID: 2007-029/004(02)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date: 2000 (date of creation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical description: 1 folder of textual records</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Publication status: |
| Published |

| Access points: |
| Textual record (documentary form) |

**File: 2007-029/004(03) - Galileo : 1st draft**

| Title: Galileo : 1st draft |
| ID: 2007-029/004(03) |
| Date: 2000 (date of creation) |
| Physical description: 1 folder of textual records |

| Publication status: |
| Published |

| Access points: |
| Textual record (documentary form) |

**File: 2007-029/004(04) - Galileo : 1st draft (revised)**

| Title: Galileo : 1st draft (revised) |
| ID: 2007-029/004(04) |
| Date: 2001 (date of creation) |
| Physical description: 1 folder of textual records |

| Publication status: |
| Published |

| Access points: |
| Textual record (documentary form) |

**File: 2007-029/004(05) - Galileo : 2nd draft**

| Title: Galileo : 2nd draft |
ID: 2007-029/004(05)
Date: Oct. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/004(06) - Galileo : 2nd draft : Darroch translation, Linda L's notes
Title: Galileo : 2nd draft : Darroch translation, Linda L's notes
ID: 2007-029/004(06)
Date: Oct. 2002 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/004(07) - Jonestown : research
Title: Jonestown : research
ID: 2007-029/004(07)
Date: 2005-2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-029/004(08) - Jonestown: research

Title: Jonestown: research  
ID: 2007-029/004(08)  
Date: 2005-2006 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records  
Note [generalNote]:  
2 of 2

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/004(09) - Jonestown: treatments

Title: Jonestown: treatments  
ID: 2007-029/004(09)  
Date: 2006 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:  
Published

Access points:  
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/005(01) - Jonestown: 1st draft

Title: Jonestown: 1st draft  
ID: 2007-029/005(01)  
Date: 2006 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2007-029/005(02) - Jonestown : 2nd draft

Title: Jonestown : 2nd draft

ID: 2007-029/005(02)

Date: 2006 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/005(03) - Last Days of the Empire : correspondence, contracts

Title: Last Days of the Empire : correspondence, contracts

ID: 2007-029/005(03)

Date: 2004-2006 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/005(04) - Murdoch Mysteries : episode 5 : episode summaries, draft scripts

Title: Murdoch Mysteries : episode 5 : episode summaries, draft scripts

ID: 2007-029/005(04)

Date: 2006-2007 (date of creation)
File: 2007-029/005(05) - Murdoch Mysteries : episode 5 : episode summaries, draft scripts

Title: Murdoch Mysteries : episode 5 : episode summaries, draft scripts
ID: 2007-029/005(05)
Date: 2006-2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/005(06) - Murdoch Mysteries : episode 104 : unedited rewrite as a story editor only

Title: Murdoch Mysteries : episode 104 : unedited rewrite as a story editor only
ID: 2007-029/005(06)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/005(07) - P.M.O. : radio version

Title: P.M.O. : radio version
ID: 2007-029/005(07)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/005(08) - ReGenesis - Year 2 : scripts, correspondence

Title: ReGenesis - Year 2 : scripts, correspondence
ID: 2007-029/005(08)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/005(09) - ReGenesis - Year 2 : scripts, correspondence

Title: ReGenesis - Year 2 : scripts, correspondence
ID: 2007-029/005(09)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/006(01) - ReGenesis : episode 310 : scripts, notes

Title: ReGenesis : episode 310 : scripts, notes
ID: 2007-029/006(01)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/006(02) - Rosendorf Quartet : revised 1st draft, correspondence, notes

Title: Rosendorf Quartet : revised 1st draft, correspondence, notes
ID: 2007-029/006(02)
Date: July-Sept. 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-029/006(03) - Rosendorf Quartet : workshop final

Title: Rosendorf Quartet : workshop final
ID: 2007-029/006(03)
Date: [July] 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/006(04) - Rosendorf Quartet : 1st draft

Title: Rosendorf Quartet : 1st draft
ID: 2007-029/006(04)
Date: July 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/006(05) - Rosendorf Quartet : workshop

Title: Rosendorf Quartet : workshop
ID: 2007-029/006(05)
Date: Aug. 2004 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2007-029/006(06) - Rosenberg Quartet : Wilma Theater contract

Title: Rosenberg Quartet : Wilma Theater contract
ID: 2007-029/006(06)
Date: May 2002-July 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/006(07) - Tête-à-Tête : episode scripts, correspondence

Title: Tête-à-Tête : episode scripts, correspondence
ID: 2007-029/006(07)
Date: 2005-2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/006(08) - Watergate Variations : notes, correspondence, contract

Title: Watergate Variations : notes, correspondence, contract
ID: 2007-029/006(08)
Date: 2004-2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Title: Urjo book : notes
ID: 2007-029/006(09)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/007(01) - Wrecking Ball : drafts, notes, correspondence

Title: Wrecking Ball : drafts, notes, correspondence
ID: 2007-029/007(01)
Date: 2004-2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/007(02) - Wrecking Ball : drafts, notes, correspondence

Title: Wrecking Ball : drafts, notes, correspondence
ID: 2007-029/007(02)
Date: 2004-2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2007-029/007(03) - Zone of Separation : episode 3 : drafts, outline, script report

Title: Zone of Separation : episode 3 : drafts, outline, script report
ID: 2007-029/007(03)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/007(04) - Zone of Separation : episode 3 : drafts, outline, script report

Title: Zone of Separation : episode 3 : drafts, outline, script report
ID: 2007-029/007(04)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2007-029/007(05) - Zone of Separation: episode 5: script, notes

Title: Zone of Separation: episode 5: script, notes
ID: 2007-029/007(05)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/007(06) - Zone of Separation: episode 7: script, notes

Title: Zone of Separation: episode 7: script, notes
ID: 2007-029/007(06)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2007-029/007(07) - 11 Cameras: episode 7: script, correspondence

Title: 11 Cameras: episode 7: script, correspondence
ID: 2007-029/007(07)
Date: 2006-2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2008-040/001(01) - Association for Jewish Theatre Conference : Washington

Title: Association for Jewish Theatre Conference : Washington
ID: 2008-040/001(01)
Date: Mar. 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2008-040/001(02) - Banff Centre

Title: Banff Centre
ID: 2008-040/001(02)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2008-040/001(03) - Writing group : story ideas

Title: Writing group : story ideas
ID: 2008-040/001(03)
Date: 2005-2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2008-040/001(04) - This Magazine : Scenes from my last play : article

Title: This Magazine : Scenes from my last play : article
ID: 2008-040/001(04)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2008-040/001(05) - Abattoir : outlines, contracts, drafts

Title: Abattoir : outlines, contracts, drafts
ID: 2008-040/001(05)
Date: 2007-2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2008-040/001(06) - Flashpoint : drafts, contracts, correspondence

Title: Flashpoint : drafts, contracts, correspondence
ID: 2008-040/001(06)
Date: 2007-2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2008-040/001(07) - Flashpoint : drafts, contracts, correspondence

Title: Flashpoint : drafts, contracts, correspondence
ID: 2008-040/001(07)
Date: 2007-2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2008-040/001(08) - Mind : contracts

Title: Mind : contracts
ID: 2008-040/001(08)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
**File: 2008-040/001(09) - Mind : second pilot contract**

**Title:** Mind : second pilot contract  
**ID:** 2008-040/001(09)  
**Date:** 2007 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2008-040/001(10) - Mind : pitch documents**

**Title:** Mind : pitch documents  
**ID:** 2008-040/001(10)  
**Date:** 2006-2007 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2008-040/001(11) - Mind : outlines : pilot**

**Title:** Mind : outlines : pilot  
**ID:** 2008-040/001(11)  
**Date:** ca. 2006 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**
File: 2008-040/001(12) - Mind : pilot : first draft

Title: Mind : pilot : first draft
ID: 2008-040/001(12)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2008-040/002(01) - Mind : mini-bible drafts

Title: Mind : mini-bible drafts
ID: 2008-040/002(01)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2008-040/002(02) - Mind : 2nd pilot

Title: Mind : 2nd pilot
ID: 2008-040/002(02)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2008-040/002(03) - Mind : Pilot : 2nd draft, comments
Title: Mind : Pilot : 2nd draft, comments
ID: 2008-040/002(03)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2008-040/002(04) - Jonestown : contract, correspondence
Title: Jonestown : contract, correspondence
ID: 2008-040/002(04)
Date: 2005-2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2008-040/002(05) - Jonestown : 3rd draft, international script
Title: Jonestown : 3rd draft, international script
ID: 2008-040/002(05)
Date: 2006-2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2008-040/002(06) - Last Hope : thoughts, notes
Title: Last Hope : thoughts, notes
ID: 2008-040/002(06)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2008-040/002(07) - ReGenesis : story meeting notes
Title: ReGenesis : story meeting notes
ID: 2008-040/002(07)
Date: 2003 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2008-040/002(08) - The Rules : festival applications
Title: The Rules : festival applications
ID: 2008-040/002(08)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2008-040/002(09) - The Rules, Part 1 : draft scripts, correspondence

Title: The Rules, Part 1 : draft scripts, correspondence
ID: 2008-040/002(09)
Date: 2006-2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2008-040/002(10) - Zone of Separation : 2nd drafts of episodes 3, 5, 7, creative notes, misc.

Title: Zone of Separation : 2nd drafts of episodes 3, 5, 7, creative notes, misc.
ID: 2008-040/002(10)
Date: 2006-2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2008-040/002(11) - Afghanada : contract correspondence, outlines for episodes 5, 6

Title: Afghanada : contract correspondence, outlines for episodes 5, 6
ID: 2008-040/002(11)
Date: 2006-2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2008-040/003(01) - Afghanada: episode 27
Title: Afghanada: episode 27
ID: 2008-040/003(01)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2008-040/003(02) - Afghanada: Season III: contracts, notes, correspondence
Title: Afghanada: Season III: contracts, notes, correspondence
ID: 2008-040/003(02)
Date: 2007-2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2008-040/003(03) - Afghanada: Season III: episode 43
Title: Afghanada: Season III: episode 43
File: 2008-040/003(04) - Afghanada: Season III: episode 44

Title: Afghanada: Season III: episode 44
ID: 2008-040/003(04)
Date: 2007-2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2008-040/003(05) - Afghanada: Season III: episode 45

Title: Afghanada: Season III: episode 45
ID: 2008-040/003(05)
Date: 2007-2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2008-040/003(06) - Invectus: from the poetry and prose of Irving Layton: draft, production contracts

Title: Invectus: from the poetry and prose of Irving Layton: draft, production contracts
ID: 2008-040/003(06)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2008-040/003(07) - Invectus: draft

Title: Invectus: draft
ID: 2008-040/003(07)
Date: [ca. 2007] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2008-040/003(08) - Invectus: draft

Title: Invectus: draft
ID: 2008-040/003(08)
Date: [ca. 2007] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2008-040/003(09) - Patience: script in German translation
Title: Patience: script in German translation
ID: 2008-040/003(09)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2008-040/003(10) - Miscellaneous: publicity, word games, play ideas
Title: Miscellaneous: publicity, word games, play ideas
ID: 2008-040/003(10)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/001(01) - Residencies/grants
Title: Residencies/grants
ID: 2010-012/001(01)
Date: 2000-2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
File: 2010-012/001(02) - Residencies/grants

Title: Residencies/grants
ID: 2010-012/001(02)
Date: 2000-2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

File: 2010-012/001(03) - Stratford residency : contracts

Title: Stratford residency : contracts
ID: 2010-012/001(03)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2010-012/001(04) - Mind/pilot : polish : draft, notes

Title: Mind/pilot : polish : draft, notes
ID: 2010-012/001(04)
Date: [ca. 2007-2008] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/001(05) - Mind/2nd episode : drafts, notes

Title: Mind/2nd episode : drafts, notes
ID: 2010-012/001(05)
Date: 2007-2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/001(06) - Mind/2nd episode : drafts, notes

Title: Mind/2nd episode : drafts, notes
ID: 2010-012/001(06)
Date: 2007-2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published
Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2010-012/001(07) - Murdoch [mysteries] : 211 : drafts, notes**

**Title:** Murdoch [mysteries] : 211 : drafts, notes  
**ID:** 2010-012/001(07)  
**Date:** 2008 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Note [generalNote]:**

1 of 2

**Publication status:**

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2010-012/001(08) - Murdoch [mysteries] : 211 : drafts, notes**

**Title:** Murdoch [mysteries] : 211 : drafts, notes  
**ID:** 2010-012/001(08)  
**Date:** 2008 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  
**Note [generalNote]:**

2 of 2

**Publication status:**

Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2010-012/001(09) - Spadina : [story idea]**

**Title:** Spadina : [story idea]
ID: 2010-012/001(09)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/001(10) - THIS [magazine]/Art in time : [story idea]

Title: THIS [magazine]/Art in time : [story idea]
ID: 2010-012/001(10)
Date: 2001 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/001(11) - Colder in the Suburbs : draft

Title: Colder in the Suburbs : draft
ID: 2010-012/001(11)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/001(12) - Ronde-et-vous : notes

Title: Ronde-et-vous : notes
ID: 2010-012/001(12)
Date: 2006-2007 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/001(13) - Blueprint/Barna

Title: Blueprint/Barna
ID: 2010-012/001(13)
Date: [ca. 200-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/001(14) - Victoria Day : contract

Title: Victoria Day : contract
ID: 2010-012/001(14)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/002(01) - Vladeck : writer's agreement

Title: Vladeck : writer's agreement
File: 2010-012/002(02) - F.P. / 2 [Flashpoint 2] : outline, notes

Title: F.P. / 2 [Flashpoint 2] : outline, notes
ID: 2010-012/002(02)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/002(03) - ZOS II [Zone of Separation II] : draft, notes

Title: ZOS II [Zone of Separation II] : draft, notes
ID: 2010-012/002(03)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/002(04) - The public health/research
Title: The public health/research
ID: 2010-012/002(04)
Date: 2008-2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/002(05) - The public health : drama series proposal
Title: The public health : drama series proposal
ID: 2010-012/002(05)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/002(06) - Spanish doctor : drama series idea
Title: Spanish doctor : drama series idea
ID: 2010-012/002(06)
Date: [ca. 200-] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2010-012/002(07) - B.M.C/Lam [Bloodletting and miraculous cures] : proposal, correspondence with author Vincent Lam

Title: B.M.C/Lam [Bloodletting and miraculous cures] : proposal, correspondence with author Vincent Lam

ID: 2010-012/002(07)

Date: 2007-2008 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/002(08) - BMC/EP.1 : drafts

Title: BMC/EP.1 : drafts

ID: 2010-012/002(08)

Date: [ca. 2008] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:

- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/002(09) - BMC/EP.2 : drafts

Title: BMC/EP.2 : drafts

ID: 2010-012/002(09)

Date: [ca. 2008] (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
File: 2010-012/002(10) - BMC - new ep.(2)
Title: BMC - new ep.(2)
ID: 2010-012/002(10)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/002(11) - BMC/Ep.3 : drafts and notes
Title: BMC/Ep.3 : drafts and notes
ID: 2010-012/002(11)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/002(12) - BMC/Ep.4 : drafts and notes
Title: BMC/Ep.4 : drafts and notes
ID: 2010-012/002(12)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/002(13) - BMC/Ep.5 : drafts and notes

Title: BMC/Ep.5 : drafts and notes
ID: 2010-012/002(13)
Date: 2008-2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/002(14) - BMC/Ep.6 : drafts

Title: BMC/Ep.6 : drafts
ID: 2010-012/002(14)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:

• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/002(15) - BMC/[Ep.]7 : draft

Title: BMC/[Ep.]7 : draft
ID: 2010-012/002(15)
Date: [ca. 2009] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2010-012/003(01) - BMC/Misc

Title: BMC/Misc
ID: 2010-012/003(01)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/003(02) - BMC: Episode 1

Title: BMC: Episode 1
ID: 2010-012/003(02)
Date: 28 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status: Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/003(03) - BMC: Episode 1

Title: BMC: Episode 1
ID: 2010-012/003(03)
Date: 28 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/003(04) - Ep. 1/Calls and memos

Title: Ep. 1/Calls and memos
ID: 2010-012/003(04)
Date: Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/003(05) - BMC : Episode 2

Title: BMC : Episode 2
ID: 2010-012/003(05)
Date: Summer 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/003(06) - BMC : Episode 2

Title: BMC : Episode 2
ID: 2010-012/003(06)
Date: Summer 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/003(07) - Ep. 2/Calls and memos

Title: Ep. 2/Calls and memos
ID: 2010-012/003(07)
Date: July-Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/003(08) - BMC : Episode 3

Title: BMC : Episode 3
ID: 2010-012/003(08)
Date: Summer 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/003(09) - BMC : Episode 3

Title: BMC : Episode 3

ID: 2010-012/003(09)

Date: Summer 2009 (date of creation)

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/003(10) - Ep. 3/Calls and memos

Title: Ep. 3/Calls and memos

ID: 2010-012/003(10)

Date: Summer 2009 (date of creation)

Publication status: Published
Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/004(01) - BMC : Episode 4

Title: BMC : Episode 4
ID: 2010-012/004(01)
Date: Summer 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/004(02) - BMC : Episode 4

Title: BMC : Episode 4
ID: 2010-012/004(02)
Date: Summer 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/004(03) - Ep. 4/Calls and memos

Title: Ep. 4/Calls and memos
ID: 2010-012/004(03)
Date: July-Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/004(04) - BMC : Episode 5
Title: BMC : Episode 5
ID: 2010-012/004(04)
Date: Summer 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/004(05) - BMC : Episode 5
Title: BMC : Episode 5
ID: 2010-012/004(05)
Date: Summer 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/004(06) - Ep. 5/Calls and memos

Title: Ep. 5/Calls and memos
ID: 2010-012/004(06)
Date: Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/004(07) - BMC : Episode 6

Title: BMC : Episode 6
ID: 2010-012/004(07)
Date: Summer 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/004(08) - BMC : Episode 6

Title: BMC : Episode 6
ID: 2010-012/004(08)
Date: Summer 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/004(09) - Ep. 6/Calls and memos

Title: Ep. 6/Calls and memos
ID: 2010-012/004(09)
Date: Aug. 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/004(10) - BMC : Episode 7

Title: BMC : Episode 7
ID: 2010-012/004(10)
Date: Summer 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Note [generalNote]:

1 of 2

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2010-012/004(11) - BMC : Episode 7**

Title: BMC : Episode 7
ID: 2010-012/004(11)
Date: Summer 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:
2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2010-012/004(12) - Ep. 7/Calls and memos**

Title: Ep. 7/Calls and memos
ID: 2010-012/004(12)
Date: Aug.-Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2010-012/005(01) - BMC : Episode 8**

Title: BMC : Episode 8
ID: 2010-012/005(01)
Date: Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/005(02) - Ep. 8/Calls and memos
Title: Ep. 8/Calls and memos
ID: 2010-012/005(02)
Date: Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/005(03) - [Idea cards]
Title: [Idea cards]
ID: 2010-012/005(03)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/005(04) - Sign for production vehicle : Phone #'s of crew
Title: Sign for production vehicle : Phone #'s of crew
ID: 2010-012/005(04)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2010-012/005(05) - Research and notes

Title: Research and notes
ID: 2010-012/005(05)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2010-012/005(06) - Bloodletting and miraculous cures by Vincent Lam: working copy of novel

Title: Bloodletting and miraculous cures by Vincent Lam: working copy of novel
ID: 2010-012/005(06)
Date: 2006 ed. (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2010-012/006(01) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: 2nd Unit: Day 1 of 2

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: 2nd Unit: Day 1 of 2
ID: 2010-012/006(01)
Date: 16 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
File: 2010-012/006(02) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : 2nd Unit : Day 2 of 2
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : 2nd Unit : Day 2 of 2
ID: 2010-012/006(02)
Date: 18 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(03) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Present Day Story
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Present Day Story
ID: 2010-012/006(03)
Date: 20 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(04) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 5 of 9
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 5 of 9
ID: 2010-012/006(04)
Date: 27 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 1

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(05) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 1 of 9
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 1 of 9
ID: 2010-012/006(05)
Date: 29 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(06) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 1 of 9
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 1 of 9
ID: 2010-012/006(06)
Date: 29 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(07) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 2 of 9

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 2 of 9
ID: 2010-012/006(07)
Date: 30 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(08) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 2 of 9

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 2 of 9
ID: 2010-012/006(08)
Date: 30 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
File: 2010-012/006(09) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 3 of 9

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 3 of 9
ID: 2010-012/006(09)
Date: 31 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(10) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 3 of 9

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 3 of 9
ID: 2010-012/006(10)
Date: 31 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2010-012/006(11) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 4 of 9

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 4 of 9  
ID: 2010-012/006(11)  
Date: 4 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 DVD  
Note [generalNote]:  
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:  
Published  

Access points:  
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(12) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 4 of 9

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 4 of 9  
ID: 2010-012/006(12)  
Date: 4 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 DVD  
Note [generalNote]:  
Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:  
Published  

Access points:  
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(13) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 5 of 9

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 5 of 9
ID: 2010-012/006(13)
Date: 5 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(14) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 6 of 9
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 6 of 9
ID: 2010-012/006(14)
Date: [6] Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(15) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 6 of 9
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 6 of 9
ID: 2010-012/006(15)
Date: 5 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2
File: 2010-012/006(16) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 7 of 8

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 7 of 8
ID: 2010-012/006(16)
Date: 7 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(17) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 7 of 8

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 7 of 8
ID: 2010-012/006(17)
Date: 7 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2010-012/006(18) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 7 of 8

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 7 of 8
ID: 2010-012/006(18)
Date: 7 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(19) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 8 of 8

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 8 of 8
ID: 2010-012/006(19)
Date: 10 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(20) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 8 of 8
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 8 of 8
ID: 2010-012/006(20)
Date: 10 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(21) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 8 of 8
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : Day 8 of 8
ID: 2010-012/006(21)
Date: 10 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(22) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : 2nd Unit
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead" : 2nd Unit
ID: 2010-012/006(22)
Date: 11 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(23) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead in Medical School" : Director's Cut

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead in Medical School" : Director's Cut
ID: 2010-012/006(23)
Date: 21 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(24) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead in Medical School" : Producer's Cut

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead in Medical School" : Producer's Cut
ID: 2010-012/006(24)
Date: 28 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2010-012/006(25) - 102 : Producer's Cut : 1st 15 minutes

Title: 102 : Producer's Cut : 1st 15 minutes
ID: 2010-012/006(25)
Date: Sept. 21 [2009] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(26) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead in Medical School" : Producer Cut : duration - 1st 7 minutes and previously on for Ep 102

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead in Medical School" : Producer Cut : duration - 1st 7 minutes and previously on for Ep 102
ID: 2010-012/006(26)
Date: 22 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(27) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead in Medical School" : rough cut

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead in Medical School" : rough cut
ID: 2010-012/006(27)
Date: 23 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (48 min., 5 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(28) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead in Medical School" : rough cut 2

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead in Medical School" : rough cut 2
ID: 2010-012/006(28)
Date: 1 Oct. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (47 min., 40 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(29) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead in Medical School" : rough cut 4

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead in Medical School" : rough cut 4
ID: 2010-012/006(29)
Date: 9 Oct. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (46 min., 12 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(30) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead in Medical School" : fine cut

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead in Medical School" : fine cut
ID: 2010-012/006(30)
Date: 14 Oct. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (45 min., 44 sec.)
Publication status:
Published
Access points:

• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/006(31) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead in Medical School" : fine cut w/ alt beginning

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead in Medical School" : fine cut w/ alt beginning
ID: 2010-012/006(31)
Date: 19 Oct. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (45 min., 47 sec.)
Publication status:
Published
Access points:

• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/006(32) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead in Medical School" : fine cut w/introduction

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead in Medical School" : fine cut w/introduction
ID: 2010-012/006(32)
Date: 22 Oct. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (45 min., 16 sec.)
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
File: 2010-012/006(33) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead in Medical School" : Fine cut w/introduction & next on

**Title:** Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 101 "How to Get Ahead in Medical School" : Fine cut w/introduction & next on

**ID:** 2010-012/006(33)

**Date:** 23 Oct. 2009 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 DVD (45 min., 49 sec.)

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/006(34) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep2 102 & 104 : Day 0.5 & 7.5

**Title:** Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep2 102 & 104 : Day 0.5 & 7.5

**ID:** 2010-012/006(34)

**Date:** 20 July 2009 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 DVD

**Note [generalNote]:**

Disc 2 of 2

**Publication status:**

Published

**Access points:**

- Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/006(35) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 1.5 of 7.5

**Title:** Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 1.5 of 7.5
**File: 2010-012/006(36) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 1.5 of 7.5**

*Title:* Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 1.5 of 7.5  
*ID:* 2010-012/006(36)  
*Date:* 27 July 2009 (date of creation)  
*Physical description:* 1 DVD  
*Note [generalNote]:*  
Disc 2 of 2  
*Publication status:* Published  
*Access points:*  
• Moving images (documentary form)

**File: 2010-012/006(37) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 2.5 of 6.5**

*Title:* Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 2.5 of 6.5  
*ID:* 2010-012/006(37)  
*Date:* 22 July 2009 (date of creation)  
*Physical description:* 1 DVD  
*Note [generalNote]:*  
Disc 3 of 3  
*Publication status:* Published  
*Access points:*  
• Moving images (documentary form)
Disc 1 of 2

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2010-012/006(38) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 2.5 of 6.5**

**Title:** Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 2.5 of 6.5  
**ID:** 2010-012/006(38)  
**Date:** 22 July 2009 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 DVD  
**Note [generalNote]:**
Disc 2 of 2

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2010-012/006(39) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 3.5 of 6.5**

**Title:** Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 3.5 of 6.5  
**ID:** 2010-012/006(39)  
**Date:** 23 July 2009 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 DVD  
**Note [generalNote]:**
Disc 1 of 2

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(40) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 3.5 of 6.5

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 3.5 of 6.5
ID: 2010-012/006(40)
Date: 23 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(41) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 4.5 of 6.5

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 4.5 of 6.5
ID: 2010-012/006(41)
Date: 24 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2010-012/006(42) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 4.5 of 6.5

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 4.5 of 6.5
ID: 2010-012/006(42)
Date: 24 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(43) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 5.5 of 6.5

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 5.5 of 6.5
ID: 2010-012/006(43)
Date: 27 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(44) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 5.5 of 6.5

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 5.5 of 6.5
ID: 2010-012/006(44)
Date: 27 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(45) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 6.5 of 6.5
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 6.5 of 6.5
ID: 2010-012/006(45)
Date: 28 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 6.5 of 6.5
ID: 2010-012/006(46)
Date: 28 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
File: 2010-012/006(47) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 6.5 of 6.5

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Day 6.5 of 6.5
ID: 2010-012/006(47)
Date: 28 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD

File: 2010-012/006(48) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Director's Cut

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Director's Cut
ID: 2010-012/006(48)
Date: 11 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (40 min., 43 sec.)
File: 2010-012/006(49) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Producer's Cut

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Producer's Cut
ID: 2010-012/006(49)
Date: 28 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (40 min., 53 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(50) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Producer's Cut (JS notes)

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Producer's Cut (JS notes)
ID: 2010-012/006(50)
Date: 3 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (42 min., 40 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)


Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Fine Cut
ID: 2010-012/006(51)
Date: 4 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (43 min., 15 sec.)
File: 2010-012/006(52) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Pre-Lock
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Pre-Lock
ID: 2010-012/006(52)
Date: 25 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (45 min., 16 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/006(53) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Unlock
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 "The Missing Years" : Unlock
ID: 2010-012/006(53)
Date: 19 Oct. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (44 min., 56 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(01) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Episode #103 "Code Clock" : Day 1 of 7
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Episode #103 "Code Clock" : Day 1 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(01)
Date: 29 June 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(02) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Episode #103 "Code Clock" : Day 1 of 7
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Episode #103 "Code Clock" : Day 1 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(02)
Date: 29 June 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(03) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Episode #103 "Code Clock" : Day 2 of 7
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Episode #103 "Code Clock" : Day 2 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(03)
Date: 29 June 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD

Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 3

Publication status:
Published
File: 2010-012/007(04) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Episode #103 "Code Clock" : Day 2 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Episode #103 "Code Clock" : Day 2 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(04)
Date: 29 [30] June 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(05) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Episode #103 "Code Clock" : Day 2 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Episode #103 "Code Clock" : Day 2 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(05)
Date: 29 [30] June 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2010-012/007(06) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 3 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 3 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(06)
Date: 1 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(07) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 3 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 3 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(07)
Date: 1 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(08) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 4 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 4 of 7
File: 2010-012/007(09) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 4 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 4 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(09)
Date: 2 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2
Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(10) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 5 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 5 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(10)
Date: 6 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 1

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(11) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 6 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 6 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(11)
Date: 7 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(12) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 6 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 6 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(12)
Date: 7 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/007(13) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 7 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 7 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(13)
Date: 8 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
   Disc 1 of 5

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/007(14) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 7 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 7 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(14)
Date: 8 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
   Disc 2 of 5

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2010-012/007(15) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 7 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 7 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(15)
Date: 8 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
   Disc 3 of 5

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(16) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 7 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Day 7 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(16)
Date: 8 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
   Disc 4 of 5

Publication status:
   Published

Access points:
   • Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(17) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" / Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Day 7 of 7
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 103 "Code Clock" / Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Day 7 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(17)
Date: 8-9 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 5 of 5

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(18) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Director's cut
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Director's cut
ID: 2010-012/007(18)
Date: 21 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (41 min., 49 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(19) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Rough cut
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Rough cut
ID: 2010-012/007(19)
Date: 4 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (41 min., 48 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(20) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Producer's cut w/ D. Boehme notes

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Producer's cut w/ D. Boehme notes
ID: 2010-012/007(20)
Date: 3 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (41 min., 34 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(21) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Fine cut

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Code Clock" : Fine cut
ID: 2010-012/007(21)
Date: 28 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (43 min., 30 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(22) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Cod[e] Clock" : Pre-Lock Restructuring

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Cod[e] Clock" : Pre-Lock Restructuring
ID: 2010-012/007(22)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>9 Oct. 2009 (date of creation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical description</td>
<td>1 DVD (43 min., 56 sec.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication status:**
- Published

**Access points:**
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2010-012/007(23) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 "Cod[e] Clock" : Pre-Lock Restructuring 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 103 &quot;Cod[e] Clock&quot; : Pre-Lock Restructuring 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>2010-012/007(23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>9 Oct. 2009 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical description</td>
<td>1 DVD (42 min., 26 sec.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Publication status:**
- Published

**Access points:**
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2010-012/007(24) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Day 2 of 7.5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 104 &quot;Family Practice&quot; : Day 2 of 7.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>2010-012/007(24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>10 July 2009 (date of creation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical description</td>
<td>1 DVD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note [generalNote]:**
- Disc 1 of 2

**Publication status:**
- Published

**Access points:**
File: 2010-012/007(25) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Day 2 of 7.5

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Day 2 of 7.5
ID: 2010-012/007(25)
Date: 10 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(26) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Day 3 of 7.5

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Day 3 of 7.5
ID: 2010-012/007(26)
Date: 13 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 1

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(27) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Day 4 of 7.5
File: 2010-012/007(30) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Day 5 of 7.5

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Day 5 of 7.5
ID: 2010-012/007(30)
Date: 15 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD

Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(31) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Day 6 of 7.5

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Day 6 of 7.5
ID: 2010-012/007(31)
Date: 16 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD

Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(32) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Day 6 of 7.5

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Day 6 of 7.5
ID: 2010-012/007(32)
Date: 16 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(33) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Day 7 of 7.5

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Day 7 of 7.5
ID: 2010-012/007(33)
Date: 16 [17] July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 1

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2010-012/007(34) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 & 104 : Day 0.5 & 7.5

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 102 & 104 : Day 0.5 & 7.5
ID: 2010-012/007(34)
Date: 20 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
   Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(35) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Director's cut

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Director's cut
ID: 2010-012/007(35)
Date: 29 July 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (48 min., 42 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(36) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Rough cut

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Rough cut
ID: 2010-012/007(36)
Date: 5 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (48 min., 42 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/007(37) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Producer's cut

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Producer's cut
ID: 2010-012/007(37)
Date: 2 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (46 min., 27 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/007(38) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Fine cut

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Fine cut
ID: 2010-012/007(38)
Date: 30 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (48 min.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2010-012/007(39) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Fine cut 2

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 104 "Family Practice" : Fine cut 2
ID: 2010-012/007(39)
Date: 20 Oct. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (45 min., 01 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

----

File: 2010-012/007(40) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 1 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 1 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(40)
Date: 20 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

----

File: 2010-012/007(41) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 1 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 1 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(41)
Date: 20 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD

Note [generalNote]:

Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(42) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 2 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 2 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(42)
Date: 21 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:

Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(43) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 2 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 2 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(43)
Date: 21 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:

Disc 2 of 2
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(44) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 3 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 3 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(44)
Date: 24 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(45) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 3 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 3 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(45)
Date: 24 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published
Access points:

- Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/007(46) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings": Day 4 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings": Day 4 of 7

ID: 2010-012/007(46)

Date: 25 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 DVD

Note [generalNote]:

Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/007(47) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings": Day 4 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings": Day 4 of 7

ID: 2010-012/007(47)

Date: 25 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 DVD

Note [generalNote]:

Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

- Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2010-012/007(48) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 5 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 5 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(48)
Date: 26 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(49) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 5 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 5 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(49)
Date: 26 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(50) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 6 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 6 of 7
File: 2010-012/007(51) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 6 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 6 of 7

ID: 2010-012/007(51)

Date: 27 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 DVD

Note [generalNote]:

Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/007(52) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 7 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 7 of 7

ID: 2010-012/007(52)

Date: 28 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 DVD

Note [generalNote]:

Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:

Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2010-012/007(53) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 7 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Day 7 of 7
ID: 2010-012/007(53)
Date: 28 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

Disc 2 of 2

File: 2010-012/007(54) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Director cut

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Director cut
ID: 2010-012/007(54)
Date: 16 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (43 min., 5 sec.)

Publication status: Published
Access points:

York University Archives & Special Collections (CTASC)
File: 2010-012/007(55) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Fine cut

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 105 "Unhappy Endings" : Fine cut
ID: 2010-012/007(55)
Date: 19 Oct. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (45 min., 26 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(01) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 1 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 1 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(01)
Date: 11 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(02) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 1 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 1 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(02)
Date: 11 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
   Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/008(03) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 2 of 7
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 2 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(03)
Date: 12 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
   Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/008(04) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 2 of 7
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 2 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(04)
Date: 12 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2010-012/008(05) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 3 of 7**

**Title:** Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 3 of 7

**ID:** 2010-012/008(05)

**Date:** 13 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 DVD

**Note [generalNote]:**
Disc 1 of 2

**Publication status:**
Published

**Access points:**
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2010-012/008(06) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 3 of 7**

**Title:** Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 3 of 7

**ID:** 2010-012/008(06)

**Date:** 13 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)

**Physical description:** 1 DVD

**Note [generalNote]:**
Disc 2 of 2

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(07) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 4 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 4 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(07)
Date: 14 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(08) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 4 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 4 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(08)
Date: 14 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2010-012/008(09) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 4 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 4 of 7

ID: 2010-012/008(09)

Date: 14 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 DVD

Note [generalNote]:

Disc 3 of 3

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(10) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 4 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 4 of 7

ID: 2010-012/008(10)

Date: 14 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 DVD : mute

Note [generalNote]:

Audio missing; disc 1 of 1

Publication status:

Published

Access points:

• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(11) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 5 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 5 of 7

York University Archives & Special Collections (CTASC)
ID: 2010-012/008(11)
Date: 17 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(12) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 5 of 7
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 5 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(12)
Date: 17 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(13) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 5 of 7
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 5 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(13)
Date: 17 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(14) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 6 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 6 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(14)
Date: 18 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]: Disc 1 of 3

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(15) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 6 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 6 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(15)
Date: 18 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]: Disc 2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/008(16) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 6 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 6 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(16)
Date: 18 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/008(17) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 7 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 7 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(17)
Date: 19 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2010-012/008(18) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 7 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Day 7 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(18)
Date: 19 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
   Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(19) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Director's cut (in progress)

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Director's cut (in progress)
ID: 2010-012/008(19)
Date: 28 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (48 min., 55 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(20) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Director's cut

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Director's cut
ID: 2010-012/008(20)
Date: 31 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (48 min., 55 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(21) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Rough cut
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Rough cut
ID: 2010-012/008(21)
Date: 3 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (48 min., 55 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(22) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Producer cut 1
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Producer cut 1
ID: 2010-012/008(22)
Date: 14 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (45 min., 10 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2010-012/008(23) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Producer cut 1

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Producer cut 1
ID: 2010-012/008(23)
Date: 14 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (45 min., 20 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(24) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Fine cut

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : Fine cut
ID: 2010-012/008(24)
Date: 25 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (46 min., 43 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(25) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : "No Present" cut

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 106 "All Souls" : "No Present" cut
ID: 2010-012/008(25)
Date: 20 Oct. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (43 min., 3 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(26) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 1 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 1 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(26)
Date: 31 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(27) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 1 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 1 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(27)
Date: 31 Aug. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2010-012/008(28) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 2 of 7
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 2 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(28)
Date: 1 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(29) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 2 of 7
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 2 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(29)
Date: 1 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(30) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 3 of 7
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 3 of 7
File: 2010-012/008(31) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 3 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 3 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(31)
Date: 2 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(32) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 3 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 3 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(32)
Date: 2 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2010-012/008(33) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 4 of 7**

**Title:** Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 4 of 7  
**ID:** 2010-012/008(33)  
**Date:** 3 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 DVD  
**Note [generalNote]:**
- Disc 1 of 2

---

**Publication status:** Published

**Access points:**
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2010-012/008(34) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 4 of 7**

**Title:** Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 4 of 7  
**ID:** 2010-012/008(34)  
**Date:** 3 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 DVD  
**Note [generalNote]:**
- Disc 2 of 2

---

**Publication status:**

---
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/008(35) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 5 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 5 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(35)
Date: 4 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/008(36) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 5 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 5 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(36)
Date: 4 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2010-012/008(37) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 5 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 5 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(37)
Date: 4 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
   Disc 3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---------------------------------------------------------------

File: 2010-012/008(38) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 6 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 6 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(38)
Date: 14 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
   Disc 1 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---------------------------------------------------------------

File: 2010-012/008(39) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 6 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 6 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(39)
Date: 14 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
   Disc 2 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(40) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 6 of 7
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 6 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(40)
Date: 14 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
   Disc 3 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(41) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 6 of 7
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 6 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(41)
Date: 14 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 4 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/008(42) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 7 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 7 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(42)
Date: 15 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 5

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/008(43) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 7 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 7 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(43)
Date: 15 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 5

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(44) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 7 of 7
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 7 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(44)
Date: 15 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 3 of 5

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(45) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 7 of 7
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 7 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(45)
Date: 15 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 4 of 5

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2010-012/008(46) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 7 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Day 7 of 7
ID: 2010-012/008(46)
Date: 15 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 5 of 5

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(47) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Editor cut

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Editor cut
ID: 2010-012/008(47)
Date: 22 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (67 min., 43 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(48) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Director's cut short

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Director's cut short
ID: 2010-012/008(48)
Date: 25 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (54 min., 35 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(49) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 107 "Isolation": Director's cut long

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 107 "Isolation": Director's cut long
ID: 2010-012/008(49)
Date: 25 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (59 min., 8 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/008(50) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 107 "Isolation": Rough cut

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 107 "Isolation": Rough cut
ID: 2010-012/008(50)
Date: 1 Oct. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (54 min., 43 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2010-012/008(51) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Fine cut

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 107 "Isolation" : Fine cut
ID: 2010-012/008(51)
Date: 20 Oct. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (53 min., 23 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/009(01) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 1 of 7 : part 1

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 1 of 7 : part 1
ID: 2010-012/009(01)
Date: 16 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/009(02) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 1 of 7 : part 1

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 1 of 7 : part 1
ID: 2010-012/009(02)
Date: 16 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD

Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/009(03) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 1 of 7 : part 2

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 1 of 7 : part 2
ID: 2010-012/009(03)
Date: 16 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/009(04) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 1 of 7 : part 2

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 1 of 7 : part 2
ID: 2010-012/009(04)
Date: 16 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2
Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/009(05) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108
"Complications" : Day 2 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 2 of 7
ID: 2010-012/009(05)
Date: 17 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/009(06) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108
"Complications" : Day 2 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 2 of 7
ID: 2010-012/009(06)
Date: 17 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 3

Publication status:
Published
File: 2010-012/009(07) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 2 of 7

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 2 of 7
ID: 2010-012/009(07)
Date: 17 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/009(08) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 3 of 8

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 3 of 8
ID: 2010-012/009(08)
Date: 18 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2010-012/009(09) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 3 of 8

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 3 of 8
ID: 2010-012/009(09)
Date: 18 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/009(10) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 4 of 8

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 4 of 8
ID: 2010-012/009(10)
Date: 21 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/009(11) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 4 of 8

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 4 of 8
File: 2010-012/009(12) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 4 of 8

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 4 of 8

ID: 2010-012/009(12)

Date: 21 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)
Disc 4 of 4

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2010-012/009(14) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 5 of 8**

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 5 of 8

ID: 2010-012/009(14)

Date: 22 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 DVD

Note [generalNote]:

Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

**File: 2010-012/009(15) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 5 of 8**

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 5 of 8

ID: 2010-012/009(15)

Date: 22 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1 DVD

Note [generalNote]:

Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/009(16) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 108 "Complications": Day 6 of 8

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 108 "Complications": Day 6 of 8
ID: 2010-012/009(16)
Date: 23 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/009(17) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 108 "Complications": Day 6 of 8

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures: Ep 108 "Complications": Day 6 of 8
ID: 2010-012/009(17)
Date: 23 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2010-012/009(18) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 7 of 8

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 7 of 8
ID: 2010-012/009(18)
Date: 24 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of ? [3]

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/009(19) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 7 of 8

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 7 of 8
ID: 2010-012/009(19)
Date: 24 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/009(20) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 7 of 8

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 7 of 8
ID: 2010-012/009(20)
Date: 24 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 3 of 3

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/009(21) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 8 of 8
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 8 of 8
ID: 2010-012/009(21)
Date: 25 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 1 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2010-012/009(22) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 8 of 8
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Day 8 of 8
ID: 2010-012/009(22)
Date: 25 Sept. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD
Note [generalNote]:
Disc 2 of 2

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2010-012/009(23) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Director's cut

Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : Ep 108 "Complications" : Director's cut
ID: 2010-012/009(23)
Date: 8 Oct. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (46 min., 55 sec.)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/001(01) - Cocksure : proposals

Title: Cocksure : proposals
ID: 2011-022/001(01)
Date: 2006-2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/001(02) - Cocksure : treatments
Title: Cocksure : treatments
ID: 2011-022/001(02)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/001(03) - Cocksure : 1st draft

Title: Cocksure : 1st draft
ID: 2011-022/001(03)
Date: 2 Sept. 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)


Title: 3B2H : Three in the Back, Two in the Head : new outline, first draft.
ID: 2011-022/001(04)
Date: Feb.-June 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
**File: 2011-022/001(05) - 3B2H : Three in the Back , Two in the Head : treatment**

**Title:** 3B2H : Three in the Back , Two in the Head : treatment  
**ID:** 2011-022/001(05)  
**Date:** Apr.-Dec. 2008 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2011-022/001(06) - 3B2H : Three in the Back , Two in the Head : first drafts**

**Title:** 3B2H : Three in the Back , Two in the Head : first drafts  
**ID:** 2011-022/001(06)  
**Date:** Feb. 7-Dec. 30, 2009 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
- Textual record (documentary form)

**File: 2011-022/001(07) - 3B2H : Three in the Back , Two in the Head : second drafts**

**Title:** 3B2H : Three in the Back , Two in the Head : second drafts  
**ID:** 2011-022/001(07)  
**Date:** Feb. 21-Aug. 16, 2010 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**

File: 2011-022/002(01) - Residential schools : research materials

Title: Residential schools : research materials
ID: 2011-022/002(01)
Date: [ca. 2008?] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/002(02) - Transcriptions with residential school survivors

Title: Transcriptions with residential school survivors
ID: 2011-022/002(02)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/002(03) - We were children : treatment

Title: We were children : treatment
ID: 2011-022/002(03)
Date: Oct.-Nov. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
**File: 2011-022/002(04) - We were children : first draft**

**Title:** We were children : first draft  
**ID:** 2011-022/002(04)  
**Date:** July 2010 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2011-022/002(05) - We were children : second draft**

**Title:** We were children : second draft  
**ID:** 2011-022/002(05)  
**Date:** 2010-2011 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**Access points:**  
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

**File: 2011-022/002(06) - Afghanada : contracts, correspondence and draft scripts for episodes 83, 84**

**Title:** Afghanada : contracts, correspondence and draft scripts for episodes 83, 84  
**ID:** 2011-022/002(06)  
**Date:** 2010 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/002(07) - AFG 92 / 93 : Afghanada : episodes 92, 94

Title: AFG 92 / 93 : Afghanada : episodes 92, 94
ID: 2011-022/002(07)
Date: Apr.-July 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/003(01) - Good Dog : season 2 episode ?

Title: Good Dog : season 2 episode ?
ID: 2011-022/003(01)
Date: 28 Mar. 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/003(02) - Zachary Florence : research materials and notes re. Bernie Madoff

Title: Zachary Florence : research materials and notes re. Bernie Madoff
ID: 2011-022/003(02)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
File: 2011-022/003(03) - CBC pitches for "Get Steven" or, "Public Health"

Title: CBC pitches for "Get Steven" or, "Public Health"
ID: 2011-022/003(03)
Date: 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2011-022/003(04) - Ryerson : correspondence

Title: Ryerson : correspondence
ID: 2011-022/003(04)
Date: 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

File: 2011-022/003(05) - Iqaluit : Nunavut Film Development Corporation

Title: Iqaluit : Nunavut Film Development Corporation
ID: 2011-022/003(05)
Date: 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/003(06) - Randolph Academy for the Performing Arts : audition adjudications

Title: Randolph Academy for the Performing Arts : audition adjudications
ID: 2011-022/003(06)
Date: 15 Oct. 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/003(07) - NA 2 : Minority Report : contracts, correspondence, draft scripts

Title: NA 2 : Minority Report : contracts, correspondence, draft scripts
ID: 2011-022/003(07)
Date: Apr.-May 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/003(08) - Promotional material re. "Reading Hebron"
Title: Promotional material re. "Reading Hebron"
ID: 2011-022/003(08)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2011-022/003(09) - Jerusalem : script drafts and correspondence

Title: Jerusalem : script drafts and correspondence
ID: 2011-022/003(09)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2011-022/003(10) - The Listener : contracts

Title: The Listener : contracts
ID: 2011-022/003(10)
Date: 2009-2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)
File: 2011-022/003(11) - The Listener : season II : correspondence, notes, casting material, set design, character synopses, fact sheets
Title: The Listener : season II : correspondence, notes, casting material, set design, character synopses, fact sheets
ID: 2011-022/003(11)
Date: Nov. 2009-July 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/003(12) - LII : The Listener season II : stories 1 - 6
Title: LII : The Listener season II : stories 1 - 6
ID: 2011-022/003(12)
Date: Jan. 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/004(01) - LII : 201 : The Listener : script drafts and correspondence re. episodes 201, 202
Title: LII : 201 : The Listener : script drafts and correspondence re. episodes 201, 202
ID: 2011-022/004(01)
Date: Feb.-July 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Note [generalNote]:

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/004(02) - LII : The Listener : script drafts and correspondence re. episodes 201, 202

Title: LII : The Listener : script drafts and correspondence re. episodes 201, 202
ID: 2011-022/004(02)
Date: Feb.-July 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/004(03) - LII : The Listener : correspondence and draft script for episode 203

Title: LII : The Listener : correspondence and draft script for episode 203
ID: 2011-022/004(03)
Date: Mar.-June 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2011-022/004(04) - Correspondence re script for The Listener

Title: Correspondence re script for The Listener
ID: 2011-022/004(04)
Date: June-July 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/004(05) - LII : The Listener Season 2 : draft notes

Title: LII : The Listener Season 2 : draft notes
ID: 2011-022/004(05)
Date: Apr.-June 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/004(06) - The Listener : first draft of episode 201

Title: The Listener : first draft of episode 201
ID: 2011-022/004(06)
Date: 7 July 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/004(07) - The Listener: first draft of episode 201

Title: The Listener: first draft of episode 201
ID: 2011-022/004(07)
Date: 24 June 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/004(08) - The Listener: first draft of episode 201

Title: The Listener: first draft of episode 201
ID: 2011-022/004(08)
Date: 23 June 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/004(09) - The Listener: first draft of episode 201

Title: The Listener: first draft of episode 201
ID: 2011-022/004(09)
Date: 21 June 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
File: 2011-022/004(10) - The Listener: first draft of episode 201 with notes, feedback

Title: The Listener: first draft of episode 201 with notes, feedback
ID: 2011-022/004(10)
Date: 11-16 June 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/004(11) - The Listener: outlines 2 - 5

Title: The Listener: outlines 2 - 5
ID: 2011-022/004(11)
Date: Feb. 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Access points:
- Textual record (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/004(12) - The Listener: research material and draft script for episode 211

Title: The Listener: research material and draft script for episode 211
ID: 2011-022/004(12)
Date: [ca. Jan. 2011] (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Textual record (documentary form)

---

File: 2011-022/005(01) - The Sharing Circle : Money for Healing ?

Title: The Sharing Circle : Money for Healing ?
ID: 2011-022/005(01)
Physical description: 1 DVD (1.61 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 3 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

---

File: 2011-022/005(02) - Legacy of Hope field tapes : Nanaimo, BC tapes A1, A2 : Basil Ambers

Title: Legacy of Hope field tapes : Nanaimo, BC tapes A1, A2 : Basil Ambers
ID: 2011-022/005(02)
Physical description: 1 CD-R (1.83 GB) : 3 BUP, 3 IFO, 4 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Sound recording (documentary form)

---

File: 2011-022/005(03) - Aboriginal Healing Foundation Tape 24 Bernadine Harper 2/1 Philipe Moran 1/2

Title: Aboriginal Healing Foundation Tape 24 Bernadine Harper 2/1 Philipe Moran 1/2
ID: 2011-022/005(03)
File: 2011-022/005(04) - We were children : auditions tape 10

Title: We were children : auditions tape 10
ID: 2011-022/005(04)
Physical description: 1 DVD (2.70 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 4 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(05) - We were children : auditions tape 11

Title: We were children : auditions tape 11
ID: 2011-022/005(05)
Physical description: 1 DVD (2.07 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 4 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(06) - We were children : auditions tape 12

Title: We were children : auditions tape 12
ID: 2011-022/005(06)
Physical description: 1 DVD (2.03 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 4 VOB
File: 2011-022/005(07) - Stolen children : Virginia George tape 1 : shoot day 1

Title: Stolen children : Virginia George tape 1 : shoot day 1
ID: 2011-022/005(07)
Date: 22 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.08 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(08) - Stolen children : Virginia George tape 2 : shoot day 1

Title: Stolen children : Virginia George tape 2 : shoot day 1
ID: 2011-022/005(08)
Date: 22 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.44 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status: Published
Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(09) - Stolen children : Jackie Fletcher Agatha Komakisatiksak tape 7 : shoot day 2

Title: Stolen children : Jackie Fletcher Agatha Komakisatiksak tape 7 : shoot day 2
ID: 2011-022/005(09)
Date: 23 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
File: 2011-022/005(10) - Stolen children : Agatha Komakisatiksak tape 8 : shoot day 2

Title: Stolen children : Agatha Komakisatiksak tape 8 : shoot day 2
ID: 2011-022/005(10)
Date: 23 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.59 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(11) - Stolen children : Agatha Komakisatiksak tape 9 : shoot day 2

Title: Stolen children : Agatha Komakisatiksak tape 9 : shoot day 2
ID: 2011-022/005(11)
Date: 23 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.81 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(12) - Stolen children : Tim Wolochatiuk tape 10 : shoot day 3
Title: Stolen children : Tim Wolochatiuk tape 10 : shoot day 3
ID: 2011-022/005(12)
Date: 24 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.43 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(13) - Stolen children : Tim Wolcochatiuk tape 11 : shoot day 3
Title: Stolen children : Tim Wolcochatiuk tape 11 : shoot day 3
ID: 2011-022/005(13)
Date: 24 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.31 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(14) - Stolen children : Tim Wolochatiuk tape 12 : shoot day 3
Title: Stolen children : Tim Wolochatiuk tape 12 : shoot day 3
ID: 2011-022/005(14)
Date: 24 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.43 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2011-022/005(15) - Stolen children : Tim Wolochatiuk tape 13 : shoot day 3

Title: Stolen children : Tim Wolochatiuk tape 13 : shoot day 3
ID: 2011-022/005(15)
Date: 24 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.39 GB) : 2 BUP, 1 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(16) - Stolen children : Martin Tylee tape 14 : Shoot day 3

Title: Stolen children : Martin Tylee tape 14 : Shoot day 3
ID: 2011-022/005(16)
Date: 24 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.51 GB)

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(17) - Stolen children : Martin Tylee tape 15 : shoot day 3

Title: Stolen children : Martin Tylee tape 15 : shoot day 3
ID: 2011-022/005(17)
Date: 24 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.43 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
File: 2011-022/005(18) - Stolen children : Martin Tylee tape 16 : shoot day 3
Title: Stolen children : Martin Tylee tape 16 : shoot day 3
ID: 2011-022/005(18)
Date: 24 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.43 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(19) - Stolen children : Percy Ballantyne tape 17 : shoot day 3
Title: Stolen children : Percy Ballantyne tape 17 : shoot day 3
ID: 2011-022/005(19)
Date: 24 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.43 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(20) - Stolen children : Percy Ballantyne tape 18 : shoot day 3
Title: Stolen children : Percy Ballantyne tape 18 : shoot day 3
ID: 2011-022/005(20)
Date: 24 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.70 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(21) - Stolen children : Percy Ballantyne tape 19 : shoot day 3
Title: Stolen children : Percy Ballantyne tape 19 : shoot day 3
ID: 2011-022/005(21)
Date: 24 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (2.75 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 4 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(22) - Stolen children : Glen Anaquod tape 20 : shoot day 4
Title: Stolen children : Glen Anaquod tape 20 : shoot day 4
ID: 2011-022/005(22)
Date: 25 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.36 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(23) - Stolen children : Glen Anaquod tape 21 : shoot day 4
Title: Stolen children : Glen Anaquod tape 21 : shoot day 4
ID: 2011-022/005(23)
Date: 25 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.78 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(24) - Stolen children : Glen Anaquod tape 22 : shoot day 4
Title: Stolen children : Glen Anaquod tape 22 : shoot day 4
ID: 2011-022/005(24)
Date: 24 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.77 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(25) - Stolen children : Glen Anaquod Jimmy Hunter tape 23 : shoot day 4
Title: Stolen children : Glen Anaquod Jimmy Hunter tape 23 : shoot day 4
ID: 2011-022/005(25)
Date: 25 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.60 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(26) - Stolen children : Jimmy Hunter tape 24 : shoot day 4
Title: Stolen children : Jimmy Hunter tape 24 : shoot day 4
ID: 2011-022/005(26)
Date: 25 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.81 GB): 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(27) - Stolen children: Jimmy Hunter T.Kinew tape 25: shoot day 5
Title: Stolen children: Jimmy Hunter T.Kinew tape 25: shoot day 5
ID: 2011-022/005(27)
Date: 25-26 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.79 GB): 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(28) - Stolen children: T. Kinew tape 26: shoot day 5
Title: Stolen children: T. Kinew tape 26: shoot day 5
ID: 2011-022/005(28)
Date: 26 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.78 GB): 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
  • Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(29) - Stolen children: T. Kinew tape 27: shoot day 5
Title: Stolen children: T. Kinew tape 27: shoot day 5
ID: 2011-022/005(29)
Date: 26 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.48 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB.

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(30) - Stolen children : T. Kinew tape 28 : shoot day 5
Title: Stolen children : T. Kinew tape 28 : shoot day 5
ID: 2011-022/005(30)
Date: 26 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.22 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(31) - Stolen children : T. Kinew, Sam Copenance tape 28 : shoot day 5
Title: Stolen children : T. Kinew, Sam Copenance tape 28 : shoot day 5
ID: 2011-022/005(31)
Date: 26 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.22 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)
File: 2011-022/005(32) - Stolen children : T. Kinew, Sam Copenance tape 29 : shoot day 5

Title: Stolen children : T. Kinew, Sam Copenance tape 29 : shoot day 5
ID: 2011-022/005(32)
Date: 26 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.29 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(33) - Stolen children : Sam Copenance tape 30 : shoot day 5

Title: Stolen children : Sam Copenance tape 30 : shoot day 5
ID: 2011-022/005(33)
Date: 26 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.42 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status:
Published

Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/005(34) - Stolen children : Sam Copenance tape 31 : shoot day 5

Title: Stolen children : Sam Copenance tape 31 : shoot day 5
ID: 2011-022/005(34)
Date: 26 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (3.37 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 5 VOB

Publication status:
Published
File: 2011-022/005(35) - Stolen children : Sam Copenance tape 32 : shoot day 5
Title: Stolen children : Sam Copenance tape 32 : shoot day 5
ID: 2011-022/005(35)
Date: 26 Mar. 2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 DVD (2.54 GB) : 2 BUP, 2 IFO, 4 VOB
Publication status:
Published
Access points:
• Moving images (documentary form)

File: 2011-022/006(01) - Promotional material
Title: Promotional material
ID: 2011-022/006(01)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

File: 2017-026/001(1) - Fashion research
Title: Fashion research
ID: 2017-026/001(1)
Date: 2010-2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of handwritten notes, brochures, articles by Jason Sherman, and raw footage of The Segals.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
2 digital video discs
Publication status:
File: 2017-026/001(2) - Stratford

Title: Stratford
ID: 2017-026/001(2)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence and a contract commissioning Jason Sherman to write a play.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2017-026/001(3) - Made to Measure : treatment (revised)

Title: Made to Measure : treatment (revised)
ID: 2017-026/001(3)
Date: 24 March 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a script.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2017-026/001(4) - Made to Measure : first draft

Title: Made to Measure : first draft
ID: 2017-026/001(4)
Date: 28 June 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a script.
File: 2017-026/001(5) - Made to Measure

Title: Made to Measure
ID: 2017-026/001(5)
Date: 2011-2014 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence and a writer's agreement.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

File: 2017-026/001(6) - Lucky Luciano

Title: Lucky Luciano
ID: 2017-026/001(6)
Date: 2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of handwritten notes, copies of newspaper articles, and agreements.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

File: 2017-026/001(7) - KnockOff : 2nd draft, Oct. 17, 2012

Title: KnockOff : 2nd draft, Oct. 17, 2012
ID: 2017-026/001(7)
Date: 2012-2013 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a script, correspondence, and story notes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

---

**File: 2017-026/001(8) - KnocKoFf**

Title: KnocKoFf
ID: 2017-026/001(8)
Date: 7 December 2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a script.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

---

**File: 2017-026/001(9) - KnocKoFf**

Title: KnocKoFf
ID: 2017-026/001(9)
Date: 24 March 2013 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a script.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

---

**File: 2017-026/001(10) - Best Laid Plans : episodes 1 to 3**
Title: Best Laid Plans : episodes 1 to 3
ID: 2017-026/001(10)
Date: 2012-2013 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a script.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2017-026/001(11) - Best Laid Plans : episodes 5 and 6
Title: Best Laid Plans : episodes 5 and 6
ID: 2017-026/001(11)
Date: 2013 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a script.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
Published

File: 2017-026/001(12) - The Best Laid Plans : web episodes
Title: The Best Laid Plans : web episodes
ID: 2017-026/001(12)
Date: 2013 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence, agreements, and related documents.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
File: 2017-026/001(13) - The Best Laid Plans : season 2

Title: The Best Laid Plans : season 2
ID: 2017-026/001(13)
Date: [201-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
  File consists of preliminary notes on characters and locations.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2017-026/001(14) - Climate Change

Title: Climate Change
ID: 2017-026/001(14)
Date: 2013 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
  File consists of print-outs of online newspaper articles.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2017-026/001(15) - The World's Fair

Title: The World's Fair
ID: 2017-026/001(15)
Date: 2013-2014 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
  File consists of correspondence, agreements, and a proposal for a television series.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2017-026/001(16) - Crude
Title: Crude
ID: 2017-026/001(16)
Date: 2014 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of handwritten notes and part of a letter.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2017-026/002(1) - Hang Em Up
Title: Hang Em Up
ID: 2017-026/002(1)
Date: 2014 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a script.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2017-026/002(2) - York University: president's awards speech
Title: York University: president's awards speech
ID: 2017-026/002(2)
Date: 24 March 2014 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: 2017-026/002(3) - Canada**

Title: Canada
ID: 2017-026/002(3)
Date: 2014-2017 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence and purchase agreements for the novel.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: 2017-026/002(4) - Canada : reading draft**

Title: Canada : reading draft
ID: 2017-026/002(4)
Date: [201-] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of a script with handwritten annotations.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: 2017-026/002(5) - Cordell Barker**

Title: Cordell Barker
ID: 2017-026/002(5)
Date: 2014 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence about script writing with Barker, an animation filmmaker.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

File: 2017-026/002(6) - Canoe Race
Title: Canoe Race
ID: 2017-026/002(6)
Date: 2015 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence and other documents regarding a film about canoes involving the 150Alliance, a network set up to commemorate Canada's 150th anniversary.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

File: 2017-026/002(7) - Memory Lane
Title: Memory Lane
ID: 2017-026/002(7)
Date: 2015 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a script for episode 1 of a television series.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

File: 2017-026/002(8) - Rat Patrol
Title: Rat Patrol

ID: 2017-026/002(8)

Date: 2016 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of correspondence and a script for a docudrama series, along with a DVD produced by the Leeds, Grenville & Lanark District Health Unit, "Can You Picture Yourself As A Public Health Inspector."

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
1 digital video disc

Publication status:
Published

File: 2017-026/002(9) - The Complete 150

Title: The Complete 150

ID: 2017-026/002(9)

Date: 2015 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of drafts of scripts for a television series regarding commemoration of the 150th anniversary of Canada as a comedy involving politics and public relations, and a submission release given to the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC).

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2017-026/002(10) - The Complete 150 : contract

Title: The Complete 150 : contract

ID: 2017-026/002(10)

Date: 2016 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence, project proposal, and commission agreement with Soulpepper Theatre Company.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

---

**File: 2017-026/002(11) - The Complete 150: parts 1 to 8**

**Title:** The Complete 150: parts 1 to 8  
**ID:** 2017-026/002(11)  
**Date:** 2016-2017 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File consists of a script with handwritten annotations, notes, and block schedules.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

---

**File: 2017-026/002(12) - The Complete 150: parts 9 to 12**

**Title:** The Complete 150: parts 9 to 12  
**ID:** 2017-026/002(12)  
**Date:** 2017 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File consists of a script with handwritten annotations.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

---

**File: 2017-026/002(13) - The Complete 150: parts 13 to 16**

**Title:** The Complete 150: parts 13 to 16
File: 2017-026/002(13) - Ariel's Wall

Title: Ariel's Wall
ID: 2017-026/002(13)
Date: 2017 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a script with handwritten annotations.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

File: 2017-026/002(14) - Ariel's Wall

Title: Ariel's Wall
ID: 2017-026/002(14)
Date: 2011-2015 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence and a script with handwritten annotations.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

File: 2017-026/003(1) - Ariel's Wall : 2nd draft

Title: Ariel's Wall : 2nd draft
ID: 2017-026/003(1)
Date: 2014 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a script with handwritten annotations.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
**File: 2017-026/003(2) - Ariel's Wall : workshop 1**

**Title:** Ariel's Wall : workshop 1  
**ID:** 2017-026/003(2)  
**Date:** 2016 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File consists of a script with handwritten annotations, interview notes, and correspondence.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**File: 2017-026/003(3) - Ariel's Wall : 3rd draft**

**Title:** Ariel's Wall : 3rd draft  
**ID:** 2017-026/003(3)  
**Date:** 2016 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File consists of a script with handwritten annotations.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published

**File: 2017-026/003(4) - Ariel's Wall : grants & agreements**

**Title:** Ariel's Wall : grants & agreements  
**ID:** 2017-026/003(4)  
**Date:** 2016-2017 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**  
Published
File: 2017-026/003(5) - United Nathans : workshop 2

Title: United Nathans : workshop 2
ID: 2017-026/003(5)
Date: 2017 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a script with handwritten annotations.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

File: 2017-026/003(6) - The Black Devils

Title: The Black Devils
ID: 2017-026/003(6)
Date: [201-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of index cards bearing the names of characters in the military.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/001(1) - Resume

Title: Resume
ID: 2019-031/001(1)
Date: 1986-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
File: 2019-031/001(2) - Bio / cv / press

Title: Bio / cv / press
ID: 2019-031/001(2)
Date: 1993-2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2019-031/001(3) - Book reviews and other articles by J.S. [Jason Sherman]

Title: Book reviews and other articles by J.S. [Jason Sherman]
ID: 2019-031/001(3)
Date: 1998-2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2019-031/001(4) - Readings

Title: Readings
ID: 2019-031/001(4)
Date: 2000-2010 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence and related records concerning literary events involving Jason Sherman.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2019-031/001(5) - Retreats
Title: Retreats

ID: 2019-031/001(5)

Date: 2002-2004 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of correspondence, photographs, speaking notes, programs and related records concerning Jason Sherman's involvement with The Actor's Retreat (Toronto), the Last Frontier Theatre Conference (Prince William Sound Community College, Valdez, Alaska), and The Playwright Project (Mooresville, North Carolina).

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
18 photographs : col. ; 13 x 8.7 cm
1 computer disk (297 MB) of photographs : col. ; 644 images (jpeg)

Publication status:
Published

---

File: 2019-031/001(6) - What letterhead

Title: What letterhead

ID: 2019-031/001(6)

Date: 1986-1987 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of articles concerning What magazine, a press release regarding the periodical's first anniversary, advertising rates, a directory of discounts for theatres and bookstores, and posters including "Steerpike for president : vote for the man with no conscience."

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

---

File: 2019-031/001(7) - Canada Council for the Arts

Title: Canada Council for the Arts

ID: 2019-031/001(7)

Date: 2006 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence regarding submissions for the Governor General's Literary Awards.

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status**: Published

---

**File: 2019-031/001(8) - Canadian Screenwriters Collection Society**

**Title**: Canadian Screenwriters Collection Society

**ID**: 2019-031/001(8)

**Date**: 2011 (date of creation)

**Scope and content**: File consists of a membership application.

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status**: Published

---

**File: 2019-031/001(9) - Public Lending Right Commission**

**Title**: Public Lending Right Commission

**ID**: 2019-031/001(9)

**Date**: 1995-2019 (date of creation)

**Scope and content**: File consists of correspondence and earning summaries.

**Physical description**: 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status**: Published

---

**File: 2019-031/001(10) - Access Copyright**

**Title**: Access Copyright
ID: 2019-031/001(10)
Date: 2010-2014 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence and payment summaries.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/001(11) - Royalty statements
Title: Royalty statements
ID: 2019-031/001(11)
Date: 2001-2018 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of statements from Playwrights Canada Press.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/001(12) - Canadian Brash: reviews
Title: Canadian Brash: reviews
ID: 2019-031/001(12)
Date: 1990-1993 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/001(13) - The Alpern Group
Title: The Alpern Group
File: 2019-031/001(4) - Archives

Title: Archives
ID: 2019-031/001(4)
Date: 1998-2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence and agreements with York University Libraries and the Toronto Public Library.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/001(1) - Jewish collection

Title: Jewish collection
ID: 2019-031/001(1)
Date: 2001-2009 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/001(16) - Playwrights Union of Canada
Title: Playwrights Union of Canada
ID: 2019-031/001(16)
Date: 1999-2002 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence and a royalty statement.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/001(17) - Bravo!FACT application
Title: Bravo!FACT application
ID: 2019-031/001(17)
Date: 2006-2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence and related records in support of a funding application for "The Rules, part one."
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/002(1) - Corus Made with Pay Fund
Title: Corus Made with Pay Fund
ID: 2019-031/002(1)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence and a booklet for the funding program.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status:
File: 2019-031/002(2) - Applications

Title: Applications
ID: 2019-031/002(2)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence and related records for funding applications.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2019-031/002(3) - Germany trip

Title: Germany trip
ID: 2019-031/002(3)
Date: 2015 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2019-031/002(4) - Writers Guild of Canada : Canadian Screenwriting Awards

Title: Writers Guild of Canada : Canadian Screenwriting Awards
ID: 2019-031/002(4)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
File: 2019-031/002(5) - Writers Guild of Canada : Canadian Screenwriting Awards
Title: Writers Guild of Canada : Canadian Screenwriting Awards
ID: 2019-031/002(5)
Date: 2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/002(6) - Writers Guild of Canada : Canadian Screenwriting Awards
Title: Writers Guild of Canada : Canadian Screenwriting Awards
ID: 2019-031/002(6)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/002(7) - Writers Guild of Canada : Canadian Screenwriting Awards
Title: Writers Guild of Canada : Canadian Screenwriting Awards
ID: 2019-031/002(7)
Date: 2008 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/002(8) - Writers Guild of Canada : Canadian Screenwriting Awards
Title: Writers Guild of Canada : Canadian Screenwriting Awards
ID: 2019-031/002(8)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
File: 2019-031/002(9) - Writers Guild of Canada : Canadian Screenwriting Awards
Title: Writers Guild of Canada : Canadian Screenwriting Awards
ID: 2019-031/002(9)
Date: 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/002(10) - Writers Guild of Canada : Canadian Screenwriting Awards
Title: Writers Guild of Canada : Canadian Screenwriting Awards
ID: 2019-031/002(10)
Date: 2013 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/002(11) - Writers Guild of Canada : Canadian Screenwriting Awards
Title: Writers Guild of Canada : Canadian Screenwriting Awards
ID: 2019-031/002(11)
Date: 2015 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head : book for copying
ID: 2019-031/002(12)
Date: 1996 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a photocopy of the play published by Playwrights Canadian Press.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2019-031/002(13) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head : Echo Lake

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head : Echo Lake
ID: 2019-031/002(13)
Date: 2000 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence with Echo Lake Productions and newspaper articles regarding Star Wars and missile defence.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2019-031/002(14) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head : treatment

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head : treatment
ID: 2019-031/002(14)
Date: 2001-2004 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence, outline, notes, newspaper articles, and a draft script.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

---

File: 2019-031/002(15) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head : contract

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head : contract
ID: 2019-031/002(15)
Date: 2007-2012 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

---

File: 2019-031/002(16) - Three in the Back, Two in the Head : third draft

Title: Three in the Back, Two in the Head : third draft
ID: 2019-031/002(16)
Date: 9 September 2010 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

---

File: 2019-031/002(18) - None is Too Many : final

Title: None is Too Many : final
ID: 2019-031/002(18)
Date: 1997 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
File: 2019-031/002(18) - None is Too Many : reviews
Title: None is Too Many : reviews
ID: 2019-031/002(18)
Date: 1997-2000 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2019-031/003(1) - None is Too Many : contract
Title: None is Too Many : contract
ID: 2019-031/003(1)
Date: 1997-2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2019-031/003(2) - An Acre of Time : contract
Title: An Acre of Time : contract
ID: 2019-031/003(2)
Date: 1998-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2019-031/003(3) - An Acre of Time : correspondence
Title: An Acre of Time : correspondence
ID: 2019-031/003(3)
Date: 2000-2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: 2019-031/003(4) - An Acre of Time : reviews**

Title: An Acre of Time : reviews  
ID: 2019-031/003(4)  
Date: 2000-2005 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: 2019-031/003(5) - The Brothers Karamazov : contracts**

Title: The Brothers Karamazov : contracts  
ID: 2019-031/003(5)  
Date: 2000-2005 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

---

**File: 2019-031/003(6) - The Brothers Karamazov : rehearsal draft**

Title: The Brothers Karamazov : rehearsal draft  
ID: 2019-031/003(6)  
Date: 2005 (date of creation)  
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published
**File: 2019-031/003(7) - La Ronde : final**

*Title*: La Ronde : final  
*ID*: 2019-031/003(7)  
*Date*: 2001-2002 (date of creation)  
*Physical description*: 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status**: Published

**File: 2019-031/003(8) - La Ronde (2013) : current draft**

*Title*: La Ronde (2013) : current draft  
*ID*: 2019-031/003(8)  
*Date*: 2013 (date of creation)  
*Physical description*: 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status**: Published

**File: 2019-031/003(9) - The Old Business : rehearsal draft**

*Title*: The Old Business : rehearsal draft  
*ID*: 2019-031/003(9)  
*Date*: 2002 (date of creation)  
*Physical description*: 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status**: Published

**File: 2019-031/003(10) - The Bear : current**

*Title*: The Bear : current  
*ID*: 2019-031/003(10)  
*Date*: 2002-2006 (date of creation)
**File: 2019-031/003(11) - Remnants : contracts**

**Title:** Remnants : contracts  
**ID:** 2019-031/003(11)  
**Date:** 2003 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

---

**File: 2019-031/003(12) - Remnants : correspondence**

**Title:** Remnants : correspondence  
**ID:** 2019-031/003(12)  
**Date:** 2003-2005 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published

---

**File: 2019-031/003(13) - Richard tribute**

**Title:** Richard tribute  
**ID:** 2019-031/003(13)  
**Date:** 2003 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:** Published
File: 2019-031/004(1) - A Stone's Throw

Title: A Stone's Throw
ID: 2019-031/004(1)
Date: 2005-2007 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence, notes, and drafts of the script for a radio drama.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/004(2) - National Arts Centre : After the Orchard, contract and proposal

Title: National Arts Centre : After the Orchard, contract and proposal
ID: 2019-031/004(2)
Date: 2000-2006 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/004(3) - After the Orchard

Title: After the Orchard
ID: 2019-031/004(3)
Date: 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/004(4) - After the Orchard : final draft
Title: After the Orchard : final draft
ID: 2019-031/004(4)
Date: August 2005 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2019-031/004(5) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : contracts
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures : contracts
ID: 2019-031/004(5)
Date: 2007 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2019-031/004(6) - Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures
Title: Bloodletting and Miraculous Cures
ID: 2019-031/004(6)
Date: 2009 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of crew and cast contact lists.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2019-031/004(7) - Cop show
Title: Cop show
ID: 2019-031/004(7)
Date: 2008-2012 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence and partial scripts for a proposed television series.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2019-031/004(8) - Residential Schools : contract

Title: Residential Schools : contract
ID: 2019-031/004(8)
Date: 2008-2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2019-031/004(9) - Walrus presents...

Title: Walrus presents...
ID: 2019-031/004(9)
Date: 2008-2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a contract, correspondence, story lines, and printed versions of the single-page stories written by Jason Sherman and drawn by David Parkins that appeared in The Walrus.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2019-031/004(10) - Cocksure

Title: Cocksure
File: 2019-031/004(11) - Afghanada : episode 94

Title: Afghanada : episode 94
ID: 2019-031/004(11)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/004(12) - Afghanada : last episode

Title: Afghanada : last episode
ID: 2019-031/004(12)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/004(13) - Black Devils

Title: Black Devils
ID: 2019-031/004(13)
Date: 2011-2012 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File consists of the proposal, script, correspondence, and pitch package for a television miniseries involving Canadian and American soldiers in World War II.
File: 2019-031/004(14) - CBC : 75th

Title: CBC : 75th
ID: 2019-031/004(14)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of the script for "The Beginning of the Long Dash, Pt 1 -- 2nd draft."
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/005(1) - Cold Water

Title: Cold Water
ID: 2019-031/005(1)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence, notes, and a proposal for a half-hour television series.
Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/005(2) - National Film Board short

Title: National Film Board short
ID: 2019-031/005(2)
Date: 2011 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of correspondence and a proposal for a production entitled "Two Peas in a Pod."

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

---

**File: 2019-031/005(3) - Now & Then**

Title: Now & Then

ID: 2019-031/005(3)

Date: 2011-2012 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of a proposal for a television drama.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

---

**File: 2019-031/005(4) - U.K. school project**

Title: U.K. school project

ID: 2019-031/005(4)

Date: June 2012 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File consists of an annotated script by Jason Sherman entitled, "Give It Away."

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
**File: 2019-031/005(6) - The Best Laid Plans : production**

**Title:** The Best Laid Plans : production  
**ID:** 2019-031/005(6)  
**Date:** 2013 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File consists of shooting schedules.  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  

**Publication status:**  
Published

---

**File: 2019-031/005(7) - The Message : revised draft**

**Title:** The Message : revised draft  
**ID:** 2019-031/005(7)  
**Date:** 2002-2019 (date of creation)  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  

**Publication status:**  
Published

---

**File: 2019-031/005(5) - The Best Laid Plans : contract**

**Title:** The Best Laid Plans : contract  
**ID:** 2019-031/005(5)  
**Date:** 2012-2013 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File consists of a contract for a television miniseries drama.  
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records  

**Publication status:**  
Published
File: 2019-031/005(9) - The Message : production draft Oct. 2018

Title: The Message : production draft Oct. 2018
ID: 2019-031/005(9)
Date: 2018 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence and scripts with handwritten annotations and post-it notes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/005(10) - The Message : rehearsal draft

Title: The Message : rehearsal draft
ID: 2019-031/005(10)
Date: 2018 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence, notes, production schedule for Tarragon Theatre, and scripts with handwritten annotations and post-it notes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/005(11) - The Environmentalists

Title: The Environmentalists
ID: 2019-031/005(11)
Date: 2017 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence and a funding application for a short documentary film on bottle pickers.
**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

---

**File: 2019-031/005(12) - Ohboyohboyohboy**

**Title:** Ohboyohboyohboy

**ID:** 2019-031/005(12)

**Date:** 2017 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File consists of the prologue of a script.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

---

**File: 2019-031/005(13) - The Dane : 1st draft**

**Title:** The Dane : 1st draft

**ID:** 2019-031/005(13)

**Date:** 2 May 2018 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

File consists of a script and handwritten notes for a play.

**Physical description:** 1 folder of textual records

**Publication status:**
Published

---

**File: 2019-031/005(8) - The Message : Sep. 2018**

**Title:** The Message : Sep. 2018

**ID:** 2019-031/005(8)

**Date:** 2018 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a script with many handwritten annotations and post-it notes.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

---

File: 2019-031/005(14) - Tarragon residency

Title: Tarragon residency
ID: 2019-031/005(14)
Date: 2017 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence and other records concerning Jason Sherman's work as playwright-in-residence at Tarragon Theatre.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

---

File: 2019-031/005(15) - The Message : contract

Title: The Message : contract
ID: 2019-031/005(15)
Date: 2018 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence and contracts regarding the production and performance of "The Message" at Tarragon Theatre.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published
File: 2019-031/005(16) - Canada : 2nd draft

Title: Canada : 2nd draft
ID: 2019-031/005(16)
Date: April 2017 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a script based on the novel by Richard Ford.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2019-031/005(17) - Stratford contract

Title: Stratford contract
ID: 2019-031/005(17)
Date: 2017-2018 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence and a contract for production and performance of Jason Sherman's play, "Titus."

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status:
Published

File: 2019-031/006(1) - Titus Groan

Title: Titus Groan
ID: 2019-031/006(1)
Date: 2018 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of an annotated script adapted from the novels "Titus Groan" and "Gormenghast" by Mervyn Peake.
File: 2019-031/006(2) - Division

Title: Division
Title [otherInfo]: part 1 of 2
ID: 2019-031/006(2)
Date: 2018 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of correspondence, notes, a contract, script, and series bible for a six-part political thriller based on the premise of Quebec independence.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/006(3) - Division

Title: Division
Title [otherInfo]: part 2 of 2
ID: 2019-031/006(3)
Date: 2018 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of a script.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records
Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/006(4) - Fear Thy Neighbor (season 6)
Title: Fear Thy Neighbor (season 6)
ID: 2019-031/006(4)
Date: 2018 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of legal documents regarding Jason Sherman's involvement with a documentary television series.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published

File: 2019-031/006(5) - Gormenghast : workshop

Title: Gormenghast : workshop
ID: 2019-031/006(5)
Date: 2019 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File consists of annotated scripts for a play based on the novels "Titus Groan" and "Gormenghast" by Mervyn Peake.

Physical description: 1 folder of textual records

Publication status: Published